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ENTER THE FUTURE OF INTERACTIVE ENTERTAINMENT... 03 

m ay you live in times of change' runs a 
....... well-worn Chinese saying. Across the 
Sea of Japan, Sony might well be pondering 
the ancient Oriental curse. The PlayStation's 
position, which seemed to lazy observers so 
secure mere months ago, is about to be 

threatened by Dreamcast. Even the gaijin 
across the Pacific threaten its dominance 
with their mysterious project X strategy. 

Of course, last time around sony was the 
rank outsider. Such are the fierce sea changes 
of the videogame industry. Equally, it's almost 
impossible to predict which platform will have 
assumed the PlayStation's position three years 
hence - if, indeed, such a platform has the 
capability. sega, a blue-blood heir in gaming, 
has a head start and will soon boast a raft of 
titles assembled by a gaggle of surprisingly 
eager developers. VM labS, like Sony in 1994, is 
coming from nowhere. And though it has yet 
to convince developers, the DVD technology 
which it is hoping to hitch a ride on has already 
made its way into millions of American living 
rooms. Meanwhile, multiple sources assure 
Edge that hard details of PlayStation 2 
specifications are mere months away, leaving 
Nintendo the only player wi thout new hardware. 
On the other hand, the world's biggest 
videogames brand will be offering a maturing 
machine with a wealth of peerless games. 

For all these companies, the shuffling of 
the decks is a tense time. A canny decision or 
a counterbluff now might equal an extra few 
million units two years down the line. Yet for 
true gamers, and for Edge, the battle is 
cheering. Far from splintering the market. 
these occasional slug-outs give the industry 
so much of Its unique energy and makes 
videogaming such a stimulating pursuk 

May you live in times of change indeed . 

J 
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VIEWPOINT 
EXPRESS YOURSELF IN EDGE - WRITE TO: LETTERS, EDGE, 30 MONMOUTH STREET, BATH, BA I 2BW (email: ""'@IOO"'",,, •. ,,) 

O notice that you are following 

the old Edge tradition of the 

Mac gaming article (EGO). Every 

couple of years you try to convince 

the gaming public that Macs are 

excellent machines. You don't need 

to convince me - I've already 

converted. However, these articles 

are seemingly the only mention the 

system gets in the magazine. I'm 

not asking for much - we don't 

need reviews of the identical Mac 

versions of the PC games, and it is 

clear that the policy of not repeating 

reviews is a good one. However, 

there are some small touches that 

would be nice. One thing that 

especially annoys me is that in the 

format box next to the reviews you 

seem to never, ever mention that 

there is a Mac version even when 

there is a simultaneous release with 

the PC version. Another irritation is 

that you occasionally refer to games 

such as Myst and Sim City as PC 

games when they are in fact Mac 

games that just happened to be 

converted to the pc.. 

Tom Fisher, 

Huddersfield 

1"11 aving just read the article in 

W EGO regarding Dreamcast I 

was wondering. does Edge not 

think that Sega has played its hand 

too soon? With a Japanese release 

a.s early as November should Sega 

have fought the Saturn's corner a 

little more vigorously while keeping 

one eye on what Sony was 

preparing for PlayStation 2? 

Although Dreamcast looks very 

interesting. and way ahead of 

current machines, will Sony be able 

to leapfrog Sega as it did before, or 

has Sega made a big enough leap 

.., . ~f its own to ensure that it can't 

happen second time around? 

I would be very interested to hear 

your opinion. 

Paul Gee, 

Nem.iI 

It's simply too early to tell whether 

or not Sega has played its hand too 

soon - next year will be crunch time 

- but one thing is especially dear at 

this stage, and that's the pains Sega 

has gone to in learning from the 

mistakes it made with the Saturn. 

renewed interest in their arcade 

classics. This concept can be 

extended to new software. 

Nintendo, for example, could write a 

Colour Game Boy emulator plug-in 

so that users could sample the 

games online prior to purchasing 

the actual cart. 

Frixos Hatjantonas. 

via entail 

A laudable concept on paper, but 

'With a Dreamcast release as early as November should 

sega have fought the Saturn's corner 

a little rnore vigorously while keeping an eye on what 
Sony was preparing for PlayStation 2?' 

The model it currently has in place 

looks extremely healthy, and Edge is 

hugely optimistic about the future of 

the Dreamcast formal 

O think it would be a good idea 

to produce a MAME plug-in 

for Web br01NSers. Users could 

download games like Bomb Jack, 

which are very small in size (about 

lOOK), from the companies that 

make the games and pay a small 

fee for each credit played online. 

That would make a great virtual 

arcade and would allow software 

companies to profit from the 

• 

the gulf that exists between the 

underground MAME movement and, 

for example, a company such as 

Tehkan, Bomb JacJ(s creator, is such 

that your proposal would fall apart 

the moment anyone picked it up 

and tried to put it together. To 

Edge's eyes, MAME could never be 

a commerdal concern. 

r:1 eading your Develop article in 

llJ EGO on the need for clever 

methods to be used in order to 

create hi-res graphics for home 

consoles, I can see the cause for 

concern. But. now that game 

designers are trying to implement 

hi-res graphics into games, won't 

we in Europe benefit more from this 

than Japanese and Americans? As 

you know, when you play a PC 

game, you have the option to 

change the level of detail which can 

compromise the speed of the game. 

Why can't this method be used with 

interlacing when producing console 

games? For example, having a 625-

line resolution with SO-fields-per

second setting and a 525-line 

resolution with 60 fields, depending 

on whether you are using an NTSC, 

PAL or SECAM television. Then, fOf 

once, Europeans will actually be 

getting better conversions than 

consumers in the US and Japan. 

If Mr lrimajiri wants to prove that 

Sega is no longer arrogant. he 

should listen to the European 

consumers. 1 think that Sega should 

make this option available with 

Dreamcast and not just give us lazy 

PAL conversions. -London 

f"I'I CJW much the world of 

W computer gaming has 

changed in 20 years. Well, in some 

respects. I mean, pick any one of 

the forthcoming crop of releases 

and odds are, it will look pretty 

damn cool. Technologically, I have 

only one grumble - and that's 

directed at the PC markel 

The environment engendered by 

the likes of consoles force 

developers to constantly push the 

limits of the hardware - it's a level 

playing field (in a sense). On the PC, 

programmers don't have to squeeze 

that extra bit of performance out of 

the processor, or make the most of 

the RAM - they just up the 
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minimum spec and write for the 

next 3D card or processor. 

Scanning the preview columns 

only a few games seem to try and 

progress the scope of what's 

regarded as a computer game. Peter 

Motyneux's Black and White springs 

to mind. The rest re-work existing 

models of gameplay, the better 

ones either offerin~ a twist on the 

norm, or just excelling at doing the 

same old thing. 

So what really annoys me is that 

we could be waiting 20 years to 

experience some really serious 

games, with far greater scope, when 

developers could be producing 

them today. 

Vincent Holland-Keen, 

v1a ..... U 

~ hile reading your article on 

W MAME in E61 , a slight feeling 

that you were contradicting 

yourselves in terms came over me. 

In your article you constantly talk 

about the legality of the MAME 

project and how this really should 

not be tolerated, but you also say 

that you have this program and 

the 'illegal' ROMS and judging by 

recent issues, a fair few of these 

ROMS. What really made me laugh 

was the article entitled 'Other 

Platforms and Beyond .. . ' where you 

talk about the N64 conversion and 

the Doctor 64 'back-up' peripheral 

and you state 'this [MAME 64J is 

badly optimised and barely 

manages a refresh rate of 10-20 fps 

on even old titles'. This statement 

begs the question: How did you 

come by this information? Clearly 

you yourselves are being a bit 

hypocritical and in the influencing 

positiol) you are in you should really 

not be saying in such blatant terms 

that you have in your possession 

'pirate' copyrighted material. So 

who out of the readership is going 

to phone FAST then? 

Sam Scott. 

Welwyn Garden City 

It's called research, Sam. 

Cl aving read Edge's review of 

8onjo-Kozooie (E61) it is 

becoming increasingly apparent that 

Rare's coding abilities are now 

surpassing Nintendo's own, both 

visually and technically, but lading 

in one key area - gameplay. look at 

the evidence: Diddy Kong Rodng. 

Despite what Edle may say about 

this game, it simply fails to deliver in 

the gameplay stakes (or at least 

match the sheer fun of Moria Kart 

64). Every time Rare anempts to 

play Nintendo at its own game, it 

fails (although wipes the floor with 

it graphically). This is the reason 

GoidenEye was such a fantastic 

game - it couldn't be compared to 

anything Nintendo has put out 

Vour point concerning GoldenEye is 

a good one, but your Super Moria 

64 argument doesn't really hold 

water. As the N64's first game it was 

never going to stretch it in the same 

way a similarly styled game would 

two years down the line. 

Rest assured, NCl~s coders will 

show you what they can really do 

with Legend of Zelda 64. 

D would like to know why you 

don't ever mention arcade 

pinball in Edce (ie the actual 

physical machines found in arcades, 

pubs, etc, not videogame versions). 

While I admit that pinball has 

nowhere near the same interest 

from the public, or commercial 

potential, as console/pc games, 

there is an interest. I also admit that 

pinball interest rs far greater in the 

US than the UK. 

As you well know, anyone 

interested in videogames buys Edce 
- those who want mature anatysis, 

'On the PC, programmers don't have to squeeze that 
extra bit of performance out of the processor, 

or make the most of the RAM - they just up the spec and 
write for the next 3D card or processor' 

Imagine for a second that Rare 

had coded Super Moria 64, but 

under the guiding hand of Shigeru 

Miyamoto: no barren landscapes or 

repeated textures, full interactive 

music, etc. This is what Nintendo 

should have had as its 'Dream 

Team' - the genius of Shigeru 

Miyamoto and the coding skills 

9f.-Rare. Something tells me that 

this match made in heaven will 

never be realised. 

• 

-' 

John Abbott" 
via email 

that is. Its slogan is 'the future of 

interactive entertainment' and yet it 

never mentions or reviews new 

pinballs (there are approximately 

five in total released per year). I 

could argue that pinball is more 

interactive than any videogame 

could be (at least at present) and 

also that it is up there with the 

finest videogames when it comes to 

longevity and enjoyment Oon't get 

me wrong. I love videogames, but 

pin is so badly covered here. Would 

the odd single- or even half-page 

VIEW POINT 

article about pinball be too much to 

ask for inclusion in Edle? 

I wonder how many other Edce 

readers would like a pinball update 

once or twice a year - the age range 

at which Edle is targeted is typically 

that of the pinball player - although 

the pinball player covers a wider 

age range than videogames. How 

many other Edce readers know that 

Sega has a pinball division? I don't 

necessarily expect a change in the 

content of Edge, but that doesn't 

mean I cannot express my opinions 

regarding what, to me, is a large 

omission from a near·perfect read. 

Andrew Vevers,. 

viIIemail 

Are there really only five new 

pintables released every year? That 

should give you some indication as 

to how limited its appeal is (even 

though the Edle team partakes of 

the odd session here and tryere). 

A pinball feature has actuany been 

in discussion here for some time, 

but don't hold your breath. 

~ Ithough I understand that it rs 
tal necessary to change the 

name of certain games for 

European release, could you 

possibly explain the reason why 

Bio-Hazard became Resident Evifl 

Are the words Bio-Hazard offensive 

in any way? To be frank. BKrHazard 

seems a far more descriptive choice 

than Resident Evil. I really am at 

pains to understand the logic behind 

this. Does this name changing incur 

extra costs to us Europeans? 

RWood, 

via email 

Suits in Europe preferred the sound 

of Resident Evil - it was simply a 

question of a European marketing 

team's preference. Don't worry; it's 

not really hurting your wallet. 

07 
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Cutting E~i~Dftfhg Edg( 

C!Lttigg Edgp-"";""" . g .~~~ 
The latest news from ::C:Uttm1iv~ageent 

Cutting Edge cutting Ed~~~~e 

DREAMCAST D-DAY IN EUROPE: SEPTEMBER '99 
sega discusses the console's European release and suggests PlayStation 2 is just around the corner 

Se._ of Europe (EO Kazutoshl 
Mtyake is confident th •• 
Ore.must MS wh.t it gkes 
to win the coming console •• r 

'i1 nty a few months after the 

... Japanese anncux:ement of 

5ega's 128bit Dreamcast console. sega 
of Europe has revea6ed extensM!' 

details of its more lOcal plans. SOE CEO 

KazutoshI Mtyake already has 

ambitions 'Nhich extend far beyond the 

oonsoIe's IaI.Mlch date in Europe, now 

confirmed to< september 1999. 

When aSked about the current state 

of ~ for Drearncast. Miyake 

states that. We haYe about 50 

companies developing in Europe, 

around 50 to 70 in America. and 120 

in Japan. SO altogether about 250 

compan~ have received Set 2 

(development Kits]: He went on to add 

anotl1ef eight names to the list of 

Oreamcast developers.: Infogrames, 

UbiSOft, Gremlin, EA, DMA. Core, 

• 

Uorilead and Fefgus McG<l\Iem's (ex

Probe) as-yet-unncrned new CClfTl)anY. 

Miyake-san also confirmed that the 

European version of Sega's new 

console may not contain the I"I'IOOem 

destined for the US and Japan. But 

perhaps most significant of all, he 

revealed that Sony is 0f1 the brink of 

unveiling its own next generation of 

hardware - Playstation 2. 

Dream games 
Altl10ugtl Dfeamcast is due to be 

released next WInter in Europe, 

5ega has already laid out a fairly 

comprehensive framewort for its new 
machine's launch. It intends to have 

around ten titles 0f1 day one, the 

majority of which will be 5ega's own 
games. Beyond that, Miyake-san said 

that. 1he first three months are very 

important and we want to IXing 

another ~ titles to the market, 

including thirdparty games.' 

In terms of actual titles underway 

by European development teams, 

Miyake-san was able to reveal that 

Infogrames has around tour titles in 

development, UbiSOft fIVe, and Core 

Design three. 'We're now discussing 

with those companies to finalise a 

publishing agreement,' he adds. Sega 

is trying hard to cQ-()f'(jinate developers, 

in order to maintain a good spread of 

games. 'Each company has their 0'vVfl 

speciality,' he explains, 'fQ( instance 

EA and Gremlin are very gOOd at 

sports titles, Core is very good at 

action actvefltures, and 5ega wants to 

make arcade racing games. We want 

to allocate these opportunities to all 

publiShers equally, so they can 

enjOy good profits: 

Miyake was also able to reveal that 

he's beerI talking to a number of key 

UK game companies, including Peter 

MO/yneux's Llonheacl Studios. OMA is 

also 'NOrk.ing on Oreamcast software, 

as is parent company Gremlin, and has 

been subject to several visits from sega 
staff. And, while now-departed Probe 

founder Fergus McGoVem has been 

out of the cycle for a short while, Edge 

couldn't help but notice his name in 

sega's visiting book. 

No networking? 
Last issue Edge revealed that sega of 

Europe was wavering over whether to 

include Oreamcast's modem in its 
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NO, it's not I ,Ime - this Is Setl of EUrope'S Futute CIty demon.., .... piece. 
dHlped to snlre potentlllly fnterested developers In the Dro .... net 

version of the console. 'Six months ago 

I could have said that Sega didn't need 

a modem for Europe for maybe one or 
t'NO years: Miyake-san confesses. He 

goes on to explain, 'That situation 

has changed so quick.ty. we are now 

deciding in our European committee 

how to position the modem. In Japan 

and America the modem is txJilt..jn, but 

we haven't decided whettler to bundle 

it or not in Europe. We need to make 

a decision quickly, because developers 

are asking whether we 'Nill be 

supporting the m<XJem.' 

While it may seem incredible to 

some that the modem may not make it 

to Europe, there are crucial differences 

compared to other territories. American 

arKJ Japanese garners are able to make 

free local teleptJone calls, a service 

British Teiecom hasn't yet offered its 

customers, despite increasing pressure. 

According to MiVake-san, Sega has 

additional concerns. 'Whenever we 
launch we have to appeal to core 

users, the earty adapters YIho don't 

care about other functions. T11ey care 

about gaming. SO stage by stage, user 

by user, we have to have a different 

strategy. Garners may become 

Finll DrelmClst tiltH will hlye It least another 500,000 polyJons to plity 
with. 'UrUte Clty's many particle-.:enerlted fires Ire of Plrticular note 

' -' 

NEWS 

The demo's liplift, effects are superb, created usity vii the PowerVR IG 
c:hipset runninJ on Sep's Set 4, 40 per cent ~ .uelopmelit Idt: (see plO) 

confused as to 'Ntlether Dreamcast is 

a gaming machine or a multimedia 

machine. like ttle PC' 

He is also surprisingly frank about 

the dilemma sega finds itself in. 

'When I ask myself which I prefer-

just the machine, or wittl the modem 

at a slightly higher price - I'm lost at 

what to do. the price of m<XJems is 

going doYm very qUickly. If the modem 

is included it's about an extra £3) on 
the price point at the moment, and 

there is a psychol~1 allergy 

towards different price points.' 

Reading between the lines, it's clear 

how keerfSega is to release Dreamcast 

at a sub-£200 price point 

Crucial timing 
When questioned abOut the ten mOflth 

gap between the new console's 

09 
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August 1'2 will see Set. reve.1 
its new Sonlc-b.sed tftle. Sonic 
Adventure. The comp.ny is 
intending to hold. two-d.,. 
conference in the SlIme v.st 
.uditorium used to showelSe 02 

Giant steps 

',,:' 

... November 20 release in Japan and its 

september '99 launch in the west, 

Miyake-san proffers a refreshingly 

realistic outlook. aOOUt the possible 

dates. 'By March peoplthave spent 

all their money and they're still playing 

the games they bought at Christmas. I 

really admire Nintendo. it did a good 

jOb, but to generate hype, April is not 

the optimum month. There's always 

arguments internally, beCause some 

ask why European consumers have to 

wait a year for DreamcaSl. But from a 

business point of vieo.v we want to stay 

with september. We need enough time 

for warming up arKl preparation.' 

The real challenge Sega faces

long term - hasn't even been 

announced yet. SOny's inevitable 

follow-up to Playstation is Ic:f1O'M1 to be 

on the operating table deep within the 

company's R&D department. Miyake is 

confident Dreamcast has what it takes 

to figflt off the young contender. 

'SOOy has some advantage as a 

latecomer. It sees the Dreamcast 

specification and then it can try and 

differentiate its product from ours. 

One area is the modem, and the 

second is DVD. As fOf the number 

of polygons, I don't see what allowance 

they haVl!. Maybe they'll have [IV\! 

million polygons, but who makes 

games with that many? No one: 

Crucially he adds that. 'The information 

I have is that Sony is going to 

disclose its hardware specification 

sometime next monttJ maybe. And it 

will start to deliver PlayStation 2 kits 

early next year: 

Stopping Sony 
An ideal spoiling tactic for Sony would 

be to make a major PlayStation 2 

declaration at next summer"s E3 ShOw 

in LOS Angeles. However, Miyake-san 

claims that, We are not so worried 

about sony making an announCernef1t 

at E3, because we will already have 

launched Dreamcast in Japan six 

months before. And we plan to have 

our own exhibition in Europe soon after 

£DGE. SEPTEMBER 1998 

.. _ ........ I ... dy 
_VllS_( ... 
~) _Is COIIIi1It to 

•• cast. ~ a.lls 
... fairly IbIdoy. '1Ihoaah 
• sI_u.nty to .... sua.dId 
Pot .... HMII_1s nllDOUrH 

E3. My plan is to invite key retailers and 

Pl'ess, and the major publishers - we'll 

have our O'M'llaunch conference. So no 
matter hoYI much noise sony makes, 

we oon't mind. because we already 

have the machine available. we have all 

the software to shc7N. We presume 

Sony will come to the market in 2(0)

it can't in 1m.ll'leoreticaHy, it can 

release PlayStation 2 simultaneously 

worldwide - that's our only concern: 

It's becoming clear that sega is more 

than ready to take on the 'power of 

PlayStation', whatever guise ~ 

Sony's new machine may take. ~ 

More details of NEe's highly colourful ~n90ku 1Urb are bqlnnlnl to 
emerge from Japan, This issue's Prescreen Alphas reveals more - see plO 
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NINTENDO PRIORITIES SHIFT AS 64DD FLOUNDERS 
64DD takes a back seat as Nintendo prepares to focus on its Game Boy strategies 

~ ith the Japanese release reset to November and a US date 

.... postponed indefinitely, the uncertain course of the 64DD 

continues, gathering ambiguity and confusion in its wake. Having 

announced in March that Zelda would initially appear as a non-

64DD title - fuelling rumours that Nintendo was losing faith in the 

storage device - the compaf'r)' has rtC1N gone ahead and included 

'software hooks' for its floundering peripheral in F-Zero X. 

This f1eINS is typical of how matters have transpired with the 

device so far. lNhen the game was first being touted as a 64DD 

compatible cartridge, Nintencio planned to release a 64DD add-on 

disc containing extra circuits, cars and a track editor. These plans 

appeared to have been abandoned 'NIlen F-Zero X was released 

last month in Japan - well ahead of the intended MOO premiere. 

However, the game's end credits Include a mention for two DD 

programmers, and, more importantly, when the cartridge is 

plugged into an NM attached to a MDO test unit, the game 

attempts to access the drive and download data, as soon as the 

user inserts a MDD disc. The 'software hOOks' (ie, the code that 

communicates between the cart and the 64DD drive) are in place. 

Unfortunately, this does not guarantee that an add-on disc for 

F-Zero X is in proouction. It dOeS not even confirm that the 6400 

device is certain to be released at all. The software hooks and 00 

credits may just be a thrOYJback to Nlntendo's original plans, 

simply left in the cartridge release, The company's failure to 

comment either w~ hints at a continuing internal uncertainty 

over the whole 64DD question; an uncertainty which - along with 

the recent news of poor N64 sales figures - will no doubt play 

right Into the hands of sega and its Dreamcast offensive. 

N64 in the picture 
Meanwhile, Electronics compaf'r)' TOkyo Electron Device is set to 

release its N64 photographic suite, Photopl, in NoYember. The 

Photopi cartridge, which slots into the regular game cart slot - is 

essentially a kind of Photoshop package. Dwners simply take a 

selection of pies on one of the compatible Fuji or sanyo digital 

6400 te<:hnolOJY has lonl been complete. yet Nintnclo 
is findine it diffkutt to commit to the new ..... fonut 

still cameras, remove the camera's smart media card (ie, the card 

that stores the photOS) and plaCe it into one of the cart's two 

available slots. It is then possible to manipulate the images 

onsaeen, usk1g a simple icon-driven interface. Users can acid 

text and other modifications, and turn the photos into birthday 

cards or postcards before saving them back to the smart 

card. This is then taken to a photo service shop where the 

images are converted into high quality colour prints. The 

second slot on the cart can house another smart media card, 

allOwing users to swap digital stilts betweer1 them. 

Interestingly, Photopi - like F-Zero X - was originally designed 

for use INith the 6400 (lNhidllNOOld have prcMded a huge 

storage unit for digital photos). Although the prooucts may retain 

compatibility with the device, tile fact ttlat both have been 

released early hints at tile unlikelihOOd of it ever seeing the light 

of day. Whatever the case, tills premature evacuation of MOD 

titles could welt set a m<Xle for other Iong-delayed projects. 

Legend of ZeldQ '" (left) wn one of the first 6400·comp.tible titles announced by Nintendo .• Ithoulh it willl.unch 
in Clrtridp formlt on November 23 in J.pan_ The recently rele.sed F-Zero X (riCht) .ctu.lly indudes 6400 'support' 

0_'" . _ 

NEWS 

The Colour Came Boy (or 
'Came Boy Color') looks 
like it may' overshadow 
Nlntendo s plans for its 
64bit superconsole 

11 
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.. Game on 
PerhaPS in an attempt to steer attentioo away from all this 

negativity, Nintendo is busy promoting the imminent release of 

its COlour Game Boy. The latest version of this successful 

handheld. retains the original's Z-80 prClCeSSCJ(, but doobles the 

clock. speed to 2MHZ ar1d the screen buffer to 16K. It also has 

three colour mOdes, of course. Other new additions include an 

infrared data link. replacing the link,up cable of yesteryear. and 

a sound input port, which may...vell hint at some Mure sound 

recording and manipulation perfpheral- rather lik.e the recent 

Pocket camera, except with sound. not pictures, of course. 

Nintendo revealed that up to four colour Game Boys can be 

linked together for the purpose of splitscreen gaming via a TV. 

This is achieved by connecting the machines to an N64 

through the controller portS - the console then acts as a kind 

of network server, relaying information bet'Neen the Game 

Boys and sending the signal to the lV, Not only will this open 

up many multiplayer dooc's to developers, but the Game Boy 

could also be emplOyed as an N64 smart pacI - mimicking 

Dreamcast's VMS memory units. 

HOwever; perhaps the most interesting COlour Game Boy 

news to surface this month appeared at the N-wave 

developers' conference, held recently in the States. Here 

AS rep:lrted in last month's Edge, the Colour Game 

Boy will retail for YB,900 (£45) 'Wt!en released in Japan in 

September. A US version will follow in November with 

a price tag of SBO, 

AND THE WINNER IS ... ? 
Bashful coders hide from BAFTA 

BAFTA Awards 

Cutting Edge Cuttings 

',-

A or the first time BAFTA (the 

.. British Academy of Film 

and Television Awards) is to reward 

achievements in Interactive 

Entertairvnent. But unfortunately 

Britain's developers are shying away 

from entering the fray, 

Spedfically, while publishers have 

been happy to nominate titles for Game 

of the Year Award, thefe has been far 

less response to the artist, designer and 

sound categories and almost no 
entrants for the computer 

programming Award . 

Peter Molyneux, CEO of Uonhead, 

who represents the game industry on 
the 11-strong awards committee, finds 

the situation distressing. 'I'm really keen 

on wtlat they call the craft awards; he 

reveals. 'It's so unfair that games are . 

awarded - and the people that actually 

do the games, the programmers, the 

artists and the sound people never 

really get any mention.' 

MoIyneux isn't sure why the 

industry'S creative talents - particularly 

the programmers - are quite so 

• 

' -' 

reticent 'Perhaps the main reason is 

that this industry doesn't really recognise 

programmers - unless they're media

hungry programmers like myself.' 

AS loog-time champions of the 

individuals \oVhich drive gaming forward, 

Edge shares MOtyneux's concerns. 

particularly 'oNOrrying is the lack of 

media awareness that BAFT A has 

generated, and the lack of a marketing 

budget to actually inform developers of 

the Academy's commendable aims. 

ASked whether CIeveiopefS might 

have been put off by the lad:: of games 

industry representation 00 the steering 

committee, MOlyneux is non-plussed, 

¥it111e he is the sole representative of 

gaming among the board, a specialised 

gaming panel win select the awards 

themselves. 'They just don't want the 

games to swallow it all up. It'S easier to 

judge hO'>N successful a game is rather 

than a Web site: Besides, a panel of 

film experts judged early television 

awards he points out 

Molyneux urges developers to seize 

the gauntlet. 'I'd really like to see some 

-aMI£. SEPTEMBER 199. 

Peter MoIyneux Is keen for the 
Industry to apply for the BAFTAs 

of the new talent that's coming out 

applying; he says. Even in this day of 

large development teams, he believes 

there are stilt standoot individuals. 

'I 'NOUld love individuals to be put 

forward. There are still programmers 

wtlo are real heroes; he says. 

Any programnero, artists oc designefs 

who believe they have 'Nhat it takes 

should head to YNtW.bafta,org 

for more details. 

• 

, 
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ONLlNE GAMES SUMMIT 
A new conference promises to further the art (and profitability, its delegates will surely hope) of online gaming 

D his OCtober, the industry's leading authorities on online gaming will 

converge in Londoo for the enline Games and InteractiVe Sports SummIt 

'98. With multi player ooline gaming still promising far more than it delivers, the 

cooference coold be the perfect catalyst for further advances in the field. 

After all, it's chastening to remember that hardly anyone has made any 

money yet online. Most of those wflo have will be represented at the summit. 

Notable attendees will include Neil Hams, vice president of Simultronics; .Ion 

Grande, executive producer of Microsoft's Internet Gaming Zone; Colin DUffy, 

WORLD OF ATARI 
Atari fans gather in LaS vegas for the retro show of the year 

Hey, free comic book - you just 
don't ,et th.t stuff now.ca.ys.,. 

Pi' Id consoles never die, they 

... beCome objects of obsession, it 

would seem. AUgUst 21 witnesses the 

first Classic Video Game Show and 

Exhibition, being held at LaS Vegas' 

Holiday Inn Board'Nalk Hotel. Tagged 

'World of Atari '98', the two-day event 

will feature a number of famous names 

from Ala"" gioIy days, _large 

crowds of fans predicted. 

The retrogaming trend has far 

outlived predictions, becoming an 

international facet of the videogames 

industry. Ho'.YeVer, World of Atari '98 

suggests a level of dedication from its 

organisers and attendees that goes 

beyond purchasing the latest Awri 

Greatest Hits collection. Those that 

make the journey will face a plethora of 

Atari-related memorabilia, either to 

admire or purchase from the bring-and

buy section. Fondly remembered 

head of games at Wireplay; and even Richard Morris from London's American 

football team, the England Monarchs. 

TopiCS under discussion include ooline advertisin& interactive sports, gateways 

and charging for games. There are also sessions 00 often over1ooked aspectS of the 

business, such as protecting trademarks online and Java development. Edge will 

bring a full report from the conference and its implications in a later issue. 

TIckets to the online Games Interactive Sports Summit are strictly limited. ~ 

For more information, call the organiser, SMi, on 0171 252 2222. ~ 

hardware, including the Atari 26C() (aka 

VCS), 5200, 7800, 400I80O computers, 

ST, Lynx and the '64bit' Jaguar will be 

available for perusal. 

Of the eX-Atari guests due to make 

an appearance, HOINard Scott Warshaw 

is being loudly trumpeted by the event's 

organisers. Warshaw created the 26C() 

versions of Yar's RevenBe. Raiders of 

tile Lost Afk and the infamous ET. He 

will be rubbing shoulders with Bill 

Kunkel. wflo founded the world's first 

games magazine, Electronic Games 

Monthly, and Steve Woita, responsible 

for Taz and Quadrun for the 26C(), and 

Sonic Spinball for the Mega Drive. 

According to the shoWs Website 

(YN.w.atarihq.convatari98), several 

hundred tickets have already been 

sold. But, these are Americans in vegas, 

and under those conditions, 

'Hell, anything can happen .. 

How.rd Scott WIIrsh .. will be 
on hud to ylk about 'cI.ssics· 

11M three-Uy event will showcue alllnllnner of Alari lnelnOf.blli .. 
"-1IHo dossic va joystid< tu .......... . .,.ri ...... 11dt (ri .... ) 

• 

' - '" . 
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(out 
REPORTAGE FROM THE PERIPHERY OF THE VIDEOGAMES INDUSTRY 

Nlntendo stars in sex film 

Joytech's Jordan Formul. One 
team·licensed 5teerlnl wheel: 
bener than a cruddy old joyp.d 

.; 

• • 

It seems no one in the videogame industry is content 

to just chum out digital entertainment any more -

everyone wants to get into the movies. Interplay, for 

example, recently announced a new fi lm production 

department set up soley to pitch ideas at .Hollyvvood 

(see Out There, E60), and now Nintendo has 

become involved with a forthcoming British film 

called 'Virtual Sexuality'. The picture, due to hit 

cinemas in early '99, stars Laura Fraser ('Small Faces', 

'The Man in the Iron Mask') as a girl who finds herself 

transported into the body of her ideal man when a 

virtual reality attraction goes horribly lNfong. The 

action takes place at a computer games fair which 

will be dominated by a huge Nintendo stand 

complete with dozens of consoles and a massive 

videQINall showcasing the latest titles. Plus, while the 

lead character goes through what sounds like some 

sort of kinky wish-fulfilment alsis, characters from the 

Moria games will wander around in the background. 

Although it was perhaps inevitable that Nintendo 

would again get involved with movies (following 'The 

Wizard' and 'Super Mario Bras:), Edge could never 

have predicted it would be one with 

'Sexuality' in the title. Is this the 

beginning of a new sexually 

enlightened era for the big 'N', 

or could it be the latest implicitly 

subversive move from a company 

which has already brought the world 

the double-entendre-rich Game Boy? 

Joyous Jordan 
To launch its Jordan Formula One 

team+licensed steering wheel, 

peripheral specialist Joytech invited 

selected members of the gaming 

press to attend an exdusive 

champage breakfast with Eddy 

Jordan at his team's Silverstone

based headquarters, just prior to 

the British Grand Prix weekend. 

Except Eddy didn't show up, 

instead having to spend most of 

the day attempting to secure his 

team's Honda engines after Jordan 

driver Damon Hill allegedly made 

a p?t.entially damaging remark 

regarding his car's propulsion 

system. No Eddy then, but a tour of 

the factory and a visit to the Jordan 

pit lane. garage more than made up 

• 

._. 

for the Irishman's absence. And 
while Edge's attempt to hide in a 

pile of disused tyre warmers with 

the all+areas VIP pass firmly in hand 

as a means of attending the 

weekend's proceedings failed, 

former Fl driver Andrea Montermini 

had sneaked into Jordan's HQ and 

was putting Joytech's PS wheel 

through its paces courtesy of 

Psygnosis' FT '97, and had some 

lIery impressive lap times to shOW' 

for it by the time he finished. 

If only 10rdan driver Ralf 

Schumacher spent a little time 

doing the same he may actually get 

through a whole GP weekend 

without crashing. Or taking his 

brother Michael out of the race .. 

£DQ£. SEPTEMBER 199. 

In the a bsence of Eddy Jordon. 
Andre. Montennini stepped in 
to live Joytech's wheel. Crick 

• 
• 
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So Ferrari, so good 

a.th isn't especilllly suited to drMnl .t hip velocity, ".nkly, so HP couldn't really hammer home the 
'speed' ,.rt of the JetSpeed mesSllp. Oh. and they kept the publicity plates on on public roads. Doh 

This month's hi-octane theme continues as 

Hewlett-Packard and digital communications 
agency Global Beach announced the release of 

HP JetSpeed. a fun, top-<iown racing challenge 

and saeensaver for PC QINOers with the 

purpose of demonstrating the benefits of HP 

JetDirect print se/Vers. To celebrate the event, 

Global Beach parked its Jaguar XK8 and Ferrari 

F355 (the company competes regularly in the 

Ferrari-only Maranello series, also frequented 

by ex-Psygnosis boss lan Hetherington and his 

F50 supercar) at Future Publishing's 

headquarters and proceeded to hold a 

competition using networked laptops. Having 

been told the winner got a spin in the F355, 

Edle applied all of its digital racing knowledge 

to post the day's fastest lap in the last fevo.r 

minutes of play. And white Bath's notorious 

rush-hour traffic tried its best to dampen the 

Italian machine's power, a brief stint on a 

nearby dual carriageway was enough to inspire 

the idea of an EeIse-sponsored F355 appearing 

in next year's Maranello championship .. 

The sound of SIO-ness 
50 inspired by the scritch-scratchy delights of 1980s Commodore 64 game 

music was Chris Abbott that he got off his arse and decided to drag it into the 

'90s. It's taken him and various cohorts two man years' worth of work, but his 

labour of love has surfaced in the form of 'Back in Time', a CD containing just 

over 70 minutes of remixed 51D-chip tuneage. The tracklisting reads thus: 

Delta '97 (Hubbard) 

Rambo - First Blood Port 2 (Galway) 

Son,lon (Hubbard) 

11Iinl On A Spring (Hubbard) 

Porolla, (Galway) 

Aul W\ede....,h.n Monty (Daglish/Hubbard) 

Mutants (Grey) 

Gre.t Gillna Sisters (Huelsbeck) 

Monty '97 (Hubbard) 

Arkonoid (Galway) 

Ocun Loadinl Therne (Clarke) 

Wizboll (Galway) 

To Be On Top (Huelsbeck) 

. Crny Comets '97 (Hubbard) 

Delta Victory (Hubbard) 

A quick spin of the disc in the Eelse office elicited various responses along 

the lines of 'Oooh, I recognise that, nO',d.on't tell me,' know it ... ', as it surely 

will to any crusty 8bit game fan. Of the 15 tracks, standouts include Fred 

Gre'(s chilled Mutants, Martin Galway's inspired Wizball and Parallax themes, 

and, naturally, Rob Hubbard's seminal Sanxion loading music. \Nhat happened 

to Tim Fotlin's work. though? Maybe a second volume INiIl address the anomaly . 

• 

Commodore lI4 
Anthems 
'Back In lime' an be ordered by phone on 0500 131486, or m the 
Intemet.t www.c64.udio.com,.tthe price of £U." plus £1.00 p&p 
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JJ DMEDIA 
A MUTIH' POINT,OR MEDIA CAPITAUSIMC; ON THE DUinAl ENTEIlTUHMfHT REVOlUTION 

Sony M1 -RSST 
The prot:en 'NI\tl t.WiOIsc IS that I.KltII the harUwa'e 

becO'nes more affordable. few people v.il1 want 10 buy 

more than Cf1e rnad'wle. But stn.«I 'f:'J buy a tf.1i 

separate Cl" a ~7 

Soot' has decided that ItIs Is too hard a dedsKln 

for COI'ISUTIE!fS to make. her'lce the introduction 0I1hts: 

an t.tJ waI:man recorder WIth a base statOl so it can 

be tr;ed esther on the Il"(M! or as pan. 01 a hi-fi sysrem. 

It'S ~ ftAI M) editflg IaciIibes, ItlOt.Igtt r:rly from 

the base SIatO\ cn:l ~ lIS O¥ofllhe 'Nalman can be 

a little fia:tt bU: " eG'Ier m:lde it SOlnds fantastc 

Panasonic DVO-UO 
Of aI the ~ ~ (7.JQ PanasooK: is by far the ff($ E!!lI:husiasIX.ItS first 

machne - the Cl'.'I>A 100 - was IaI.n::tled a yeat ~ Yofth thlrdparty maoofacturers 

I.ISir'8 ths ;nj ~ machines as a basis for their (JM1 cJesiW'lS. 

Pana:!D'ic hI15!"1ON LqJed the anIe 'IIIh the IaU1dl cl ttis. the \MJIkfs fiSt 

portable OW IlIt¥It Ne( rT1Jd11:Ji8ger thCrl a CD jXlrtaIje. the DW-l'lO canes 'Mth 

a oobx lID screm. ramIe anra 1nl ~ battery pact: that prc.ides 

t'f'DlWl paM!f fly the user ID SIt tI'r'oI.4II an enIIe (M) rro.oIe. 

£500 Sony Tet: 0990 111 999 OUt now 

De5J* !he o.et 8Ifmldi:rII pI(:lle am snnI (JJaIily is ~ goo:I

inllhere"s SliI'iaent ortloI:ItI SOCb!by 10 enabe It to be rued up ID a ftM-sIZe 1V 

or hOme aena sy.stem. tu can Ihere reaIY be a market for gadgetS like this? 

£1.000 

...
Tat 0500 404041 

OUt...., 

M U SI C 

REAL IBIZA 

;;. .z .... "'" ........ 
"'" 

;.~, 

D he n;,me has~, but the C8Ie del Mar 

amecticr'I rernans. wrth ~ ci.rtIes frtm 

resKient DJ Bruno am bse PaciiIIa himse/[ 

EIse'Mlere !here af'e sI!vts that the theme is MYIing 

SIm cri material. TIle predctabIe eIermlts. g,Jd'J 

as the token acoustic tutar trackMd anottB dose 

of A Man Called Ad9m <Ire actuat,' ~ the best. 
~ the stunrliI'8 'anematx: SIJtXbMi' from lOO 

0IMdadc6 adds extrn leSt to the foonuIa, LeSS 

weIcane, thot.Iftl, are a I'ItntIU of ruts that suggest. 

a "70s fIastDact. more It\an a Balearic SU'I1IT'el 

LItinatety more hrt Ihan mrss.. ~ not nearly as 
essentiaf as the early cafe del Mar ampllatiorl$ 

• 

"-" " 

Fresh JJlce A1_ -"*-

r:'I ~0Il:Ult*lg iook,A1 ~ 

.... IT1IIniI8I! 10 ~ aI the besteIen"IerU 

from ctl ~ fUnk and etectro scenes. tflrcM.vlg 

thEm IntO the mix with an eQUal I'1lItTt:er of new 
daoce inftuences to create a sotn:I trnrs txlth 

cheesy am iTesIsWe. TIle tie b;nj fCmlIt, ~ 

., IoOCOCIed weals. cnwt' flri: ~ Kraftv.e'I: 

doc:kv.<lrk 5e().IenCeS and Boots)' CdIn-~ bass. 

adcIs to that 'M!ekend party soorn It's a ~ 
bmJIa. and while the 'fresh lice' can't sustafl the 

~ ~ pace ror the cbatIon. it's a fIBriIIV@! 
to dip a toe or rmre IntO the $OlIld arn!f1t!y 

!JII1dir1! in the S'Ne3tier oorrtefS Of the capital. 
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Lego Mindstorms 
FmI¥ fNefy Idd's f.M:lurIte brick has jOined the 

c:aTllJb!I' aae. Lego Mindstorms canbine the 

I.ISUaI mxtue 01 WII!eIS. ~ a'ld t:rWtt1 c.oku'ed 

tix:kS 'Mth RCX, a ~ tmtmakes the 

'MloIe aJI'lStJtJCIDl intemctiYe. 

A PC softwin pact:age is used to prceam the 

PO(, arr:I once hS is done the as.serrtJIed robot 

Ii\JI1des off 10 perlorm its appjned tasks v.t1iIe a 

series Of senscrs enable it to dodge obstades. 

5o'ne as:serrti( suggestioos <We giYm, but for the 

roost pat it's Le> to the ~ engileers 10 I1}xe 

out how to peace it together fOr themseIYes. 

[2() 

Anglia MuttlmecI&I 

TfII: 0171 5794103 

out""" 

r.tI 00Ihef alias b" KeWn SIlL.Ildefsoo (aka ne
rAJ City and Aeese Prqectl, the ma1 m!dited 

~.uan Atkl'lS arr:I DerrIcX May for aeab~ 

DeIJ'Oit \edVlo. 6f~ together the material frOO'l 
vaIous 1Ts recoded under the e-dn:er glise. 

'tiBaWI1Y U1S IIJ'ther CkU 10 the aIrf!ady 

~ craIenbaIs 'Mth rerrixes 1rCmAtklnS. 
Kemy LarkrI and ca.1 oaIg. They help to expanj 

,the sound eo.9lli.nher, the likes r; "NOr1d Of Deep', 

'FeeIlhe MOOd' <n!'He!M!Ry' ~ the 

disIh:bons bet\wen hOuse llI1them an:! cerebra 

tectm.llDJjft the mood ITlIl'fbe dart, the!e's no 

~ WIth S<u'Olrson's masterY Of etectronica. 

• 
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Lie Detector 
Dtmg the ristIIe erotiC thrIfter'Ba:sic~' it transpireS !hat '(:woo the edge' 

Mic:haeI 00lJ8jas haS beatoo a lie detector test C'l.r1l! an ~Affairs ilIemlgatiOO. 

N. this poi'l. rnanv ~., the adence In dol.tlt It1clu!tt 10 ther'rlSeMls. 'Well if 

\tat \II1y-trai'Ied IXM'Ie ~ CM do It. Sl$t tI'I';()r1e can?' 

Wet. for thOse stiI ~ '" the 'MlOIe ~ QUeStIOO. Slack Friar 

SOftwaIe has de'o9:lped a PC Iie-deU!aor test -1XlfIllIete own Skin c:oo:lJctMty 

senstX. 1liS stJaIl;'e !)e(e: Of ~ IS oomecte:I at one end to a free semi 

~ aoo at the other 10 the IOOex frlger of the VICtITl's left ham.The "*" sensa 

then rneastXeS the sOl's eIeCtrlcaI ~ '.\tkh IS affected l¥ perspratiOn Md 

PIAse rate - b:XtIlhought to 1r1Oease....tm a person lies. 

Of ca.ne the reallU1 beP1s after the sensor has been fitII!d and cartl!ated. lhe 

glWl1E! asks the pIayef a series Of cifIioJt QueStiOOS 

(mOStly based a/'lllnl ~ sex and rraaI 

~,arr:lawac:tt~the~Skil 

c:ondXtMty.lf the Ir'Ies goes LP it f1'II!:tnS the user 

is tIecaTq, exotabIe - a SigrlItat they mav not 

be teIIi€ the InAh. 0Mlefs (31 chose from a 

seIecbJn cA eww: Ihemes G..if@,Sex.eonsctence. 

~etQ,CXlllJltherOMl~~ 

With imageS to 'stinUate' the sutJ;ect 

Bll does it Y«X1G lOOu!#l Black. Friar ctaIms 

the ~ is 'lJtr.H4A iiSticaIeJ' it 00esri't 

react partWartv~or~todiffemg 

<J'lSNeIS. lie to the firSt question and the gmph can remain i1 an agitated state 

throughout the test ~ if ~ teI the truth frO'Jl then 00 HOWeYer; fer £20 this Is an 

an1..ISiIl!: CIM!rsia'I-a'ld YIh) Io1OWs,Ihe 'ccnlJC:tM(y sensor' COIAd become a 

regUar P8fiI:;tIeIaI. With ~ thrOJgh each g<m:! cIctated t7t v.tictI elements of 

the title stImUate the ~ Edp can see it f'I(JN ThelIstpersoo exdte 'em ~ ... 

n isteo to latest etfoo: from Fnnrs I-l.tionen 

and it's deer he'd atxllA. as la' rerncMilcI from 

EtM"otedlno as It's possible to be. Openef 

'~Sl.mSup the styIe:geotIe ~ancI 

~ IrininaIistic jaZZ lams. 

11: makes for an ab.m eIoe"I more Jaj(I back 
than most F COrrm.ri::atIon~; the mar"f1eI" 

In ....nch ~ ancI more artifIdaI SOIIld$ am In 
, and out of focus IencIs the tracks a suitably ethereal 

air.The 00Iy problem is that this SlbIe ~ 

tends to Iee\o1e attential ~ 'MlenI!Yef the 

beats get justa little too reialI:ed -1J'IIess the 

listener feels that FTIOOest We iSn't rubbish. 

17 
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DVD 

Batman & Robin 
By far the 'o'.«SI: of the recent Batman adventUres to come rut et 

~JOeI SCtumdler's 'Batman and RotXn' Stilmakes 

~ e«npe/llng O\ID vievMg. Not, of oourse. as a result of the 

\ncCil1"\pr"ellen ~ oc the weak. ~feIe:ss actmg, t::ut rather as a 

result of the '#.ioaI QUality resulting from thiS DV£) ~ 100 fim's 

generoos use 01 primary coIQurs lllWrt play I'Ia'vuC 'MIh 'MS transfers. 

but dlroma noise is not sornettJiIll; a DVO disc is o:n::emed with.lhe 

~ v.1descreen picture is therefor'e mltJer impressive. Good, 100 is 

the ~ 00It:¥ Digital; sot.rIdtrack. >Mth a huge+y' ~ 

5O..IIldstage v.t)Idl includes a decidedly deep bass exter9OI1 arxl plenty 

to keep the rear effect speakers 0CCtlpied. 

Possibly of more inlCfeSt than the film itself are the extensive 

production notes 'Mlictl range from Batman'S Ofigins to lt1is filnrs 

special effects ancI crew frierrilers' ~ 

M US I C 

Warner Home Video 

£16 

0", oow 

Publisher. weidenfeId & 

lSBN 0-297 84261 7 

Price: £19 

Tor Norretrandefs 

Publisher: Alien Lane 

ISBN: 0 713 99182 8 

Price: £20 

D ad:: oangers' WOfI< still goes largely 

unnOOced in the UK. yet he's inIIuenI;ed st.dI 

banII8bIe, dlart-frIenI:ti stars as l11e F'rOdIg)' and 

the QlemicaI BrotherS. and been sampled by the 

ikes Of FatIxly Slim and Future so.ro Of l.OrD:ln 

~ notas commercial as these acts, there's 

mUCh here to ertm - the album was hOned dOM1 
fran oS)«k:lrours of !Ne studio work. 'Mth a 

~ ectectiC IaI'Ige - 'Prime ,4OOk)' blends 
dub and big reat. '0t;AM0n' is almost iodie;XlA and 

The l'tlJ.mI)' Iirds jaZZ rUl::tJing shoulders wftIl the 

usual Meat Beat e>:perimentaIis - the Manifesto 
Ms f'Ie'.e SOUfI(Ied so persuasiVe 

Actual SOUnds + vtlices 
Meat Beat Manifesto 

PlayItAgaKlS&m 

• 
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BOOKS 

Burn Rate 
Subtitled 'tt'.M' I SUfv'ived !he g:lId rush years 00 the Internet', 'Bum Rate' chronicles theventUre capIta/ist 

frenzy th<It cwertook the Internet ., the mid 'Ws, as seen througtl the e')'eS of'NetGuide' creator Michaet 

WOIff. At one glOriOuS pornt, hiS CO!'Ill<IlY 'AA!$ vaiJed at S150 miUion; not bad oonsiOering it was losing half a 

milliOn a month. As he expIaios. n that superheated environment; the biggef the bum rat£! (lhe amotI'lt of 

fl'lC(le'y' needed per ~ to keep it afloaI), the bigger a ccmpanys perr:eMld value. 

Wctffs jOt.Imafistk tlaoj;;gn:uld enatles tim 10 ITlaIrltaI1 a ftaOttc pace VvtliIe prt'Mding a detailed 

r:NefW:w Of the CtJIl)OraIe nse of the memet. MJch cl the cntidsm 01 the industry is Deeply cutting: 

eYeI)txxt)t believes in the Ir'Itemet, but ro-ooe ca"I expIai1 vbi it Is i"lllOrtarrt. v.tIat ~ are going to get out 

of it or why they Sh:IuId be on it. Key ~ SUCh asAOl .m Tme IOoolIarge ancI stupkj lt1rot.@lout-ancI 

the epIIogJe tDis MiCrosoft's Internet vacilations 14> for gIeefU; Il"IOO:ery: 

'Mlat makeS ttVs rrue th<rl juSt a pacy histoI):; hOweYer. is the dariry 'M\tI....tich v.tlIff ~ with the 

~'s hniImenIaI ~ It dces not ~ rontent aoo is rTm! aI<il to the t£Iqtlone tM:l the 

magazine. for'Mlll\ the!XJ"d.Jsion is a ~!YIe: thiS is a reN ~!l'lE4Kn that ro-ooe reads. 

'am Rate' COIJd be the most fTl):)tlnt b(:Qk)tIU will read this year. 'M'Io says pmt is dead? 

The User Illusion 
Ever sn:e Descartes ~, Itw1k. the!efoo! I ~. the reIatlorlshcl b:!tWeen the physical and the mental 

has 'A:!Xed the weatest tt'rias. The i"M:'rrtnl d the C(lI'IlIAer caJSed a Itn1YnentaI sfjft in the ~ the 

issue is W:!Y.Ed 1nl ~ after «J veers d researdl, Ite Imn anj the CXJrTllI.U!r are seen as ~ 

~ Smalwonder Ihalltle~Of thetunan txaI'Il8Tlai'tSa ~ ruIturaI myth, 

~ HAln'2C01' ID the ~d1ltade IlIJle( 

The thrust cI~' tKD is ID ~ these Ihemes to !hat roost elusiVe of attriOOles: Iluman 

c~ 1JSI: as a PC user tes rJ) lIc:leiSlaldl 'i d tte oode that p::M'efS hisQuake bioodfests, so the 

'user illusion', ~ 1Da:nsdousness" pn:XeCIS 16 fmn the pr'maIy data gathered "" the brain. f<lr 

NOITetraIlder's the jUlXISe: Of the brai'I is iIJIOO'l! i1tCImation, or as he labels it 'extormatioo', The problem 

of m:xIem sOOety ttus beo:mes the tack d p-mary infcmlaOOn prcMded by computer screens. Data 

WiX1<ers becoole ~ toed by the lac*. et exforn'Iatnl despite the ~ amomt Of informatiOn 

Urlfortunately ~ rats ID deooeop tJs <KgI..I'I'lefrt ~ merely repe8q well-Worn 

themes. NeYI ~ is bad. we shoL*:I swap cu consoles fof books. AnoIhef UII.Isial is reinforCed. 

-...... ..,. 
"""'-

O he cheap and cheeffu! ~ 'lnte!galaclic' 

suggests the Beasties have gone back. to 

basicS. far ~ from the i:nStnrneflt-1aden stew" 

heard CI'I thei" last album IOU" WhOle years back.. 
[)OO'\ be fooled, 'Hello Nasty' Is just as pIayfU. 

cJi',e(Se and essential The rapping is nan.traIty as 

coarse as ever; but the W<1'f the trio lire oot tTlI.JSicaI 

st'y1cs, lyrical themes and smart couplets like 

machine gun fl(e is faultless Flutes. 70s funk.1atiro 

beats and ENen dassk;al1TlJSic all get a kXlk in, the 

generous 22 traCks ~ the Ilan:I have been 

anything rut idle. Rum:lJr has it the next IOCOfd >MII 

be a countfY altun. 6e very afraid. 
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PI~tatlon pts the Beat 
It seems the PlayStation is becoming 

something of a tool for aspiring musicians 

rather than a mere plaything for idle 

gamers. last year saw the release of 

Depth, the underwater music creation title 

(renamed Auid for Europe - see Out 

There, E61), and now Konami is 

converting its arcade favourite Beatmania 
2nd Mix to Sony's console. Cashing in on 

the current run of the DJ, the Beatmania 
coin-op features a literally revolutionary 

'tumtable' controller which players use to 

scratch and cut along INith a dance track. 

If their timing is - ahem - up to scratch, 

they progress onto the next banging 

choon - each one accompanied by 

suitably hypnotic visuals. The cabinet can 

also accommodate t'NO players for 

collaborative mixing. 

Since its release last year, Beatmania 
has gained a massive following with the 

chic young gamers of Tokyo's trendy 

Shibuya distrid. Large crowds gather 

around experienced players, and some 

otaku have dedicated their arcade

cfv.Ielling lives to the game - a few even 

performing dance routines along to the 

music. In fact, many Japanese gamers 

now use Beatmanio to show off their DJ 

techniques rather than to actually play 

the game. It is even rumoured amorous 

young high-school mixmasters are using 

• 
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One turntable and five bunons: ASOI's cIeciaIted 8eutmonia peripheral. The finished same might be 
compatille with a standan:t ~ joyped. but who could resist an add-on as dearly essential as this? 

their prowess on the wheels of steel to 
pid:: up girls - which perhaps explains the 

coi!l-<lp's huge popularity. No amount of 

ingenuity in virtua F'!}hter 3 is likely to 

impress the ladies as much as this. 
The PlayStation conversion, due out in 

Japan on September 24, will include 27 

tracks: 19 from the arcade and eight 
original to the console version. Each track 

offers fIVe levels of difficulty, depending 

on the skl1l and dexterity of the player, and 

various musical genres are represented 

including reggae, hip-hop, ska and 

breakbeat As for the control device, ASCII 

(the company responsible for the 

modified Resident Evil pad) has produced 
a special 'turntable' controller which will 

retail separately for ¥5,aOO (£30). Konami 

has also added a training mode and a 'DJ 
Demo' mode, so players can save their 

finest scratchings for prosperity. Although 

at home, without the hordes of admiring 

fans and easily impressed gins, this 

aspect may lose a little of its appeal. 

1:;-
'-yf.;(~ -a0qvoq u 

.1. ,. , 

8eatmanio's sameplay follows that of Puroppo the 
Ropper to a degree, as players attempt to match an 
oncomins flow of 'diSital-sheetmusic' instructions. 
Yt'hacked-out sraphics accompany the different tracks 

d 
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Monster madness 
Sega has released its first game for 

Dreamcast's Visual Memory System, 

demonstrating that the device is set to 

enjoy a strong identity of its own as a 

handheld console. Atsumete GodziJ/o, 
a new spin on the hugely successful 

Pokemon Game Boy series. was launched 

on July 11 at the Toho MCNie Theatre - a 

venue selected because Toho produced 
and distributed the original 'Godzilla' 

movies. The game was released to regular 
retailers later in July and is selling for the 

bargain price of '¥'2.500 (£12). 

dodged, the tiny leviathan gets bigger and 

stronger. Other modes allow players to 
check out the GodziJ~'s DNA (le, his 

cnarader stats) and to consuh a guide 

listing the various types of monster it's 

possible to rear. The latter gives users the 

chance to assess creatures they may well 

come up against in future battles. 

As for the content, it's standard 

Pokemon stuff all the way. The player first 

gets to choose from four different diffiaJlty 
levels, and then has to raise the resulting 

monster from harmless egg to ravenous 

dinosaur. Along the way it's also possible 

to select a mini game named 'Gekitsui' in 

which the player has to move Godzilla up 
and dQVoll"l to avoid incoming missiles; 

each time a projectile is successfully 

And of course it is the battles that 

make up the main part of the game. For 

this final element. two players connect 

their Visual Memo!,( Systems together and 

pitch their little monsters against each 
other. 1he winning monster gets to steal 

the other's DMA. It's hardly an original 

concept. but considering the success of 

the Pokemon phenomenon it's difficult to 

blame Sega for cashing in. 

The recent TV ad campaign {top} ~ to haw 
WOfted. lmases from the PQ\ 'g~' (above) 

In fact. Sega is actually cashing in 

twice. At almost the same time as 

Alsumete Godzilla was premiered, the 

company also announced a Dreamcast 

version of the game. Dreamcast Godziffa 

will of course feature 3D rather than 

small bitmap monsters, but will also 

be compatible with the VMS game, so 

that player.; can upJoad ther beastly 

creations from the small handheld to 

the main console. Size, it would seem, 

really does matter. 

Sec- pts !ut ....... 
Japanese videogame bosses are not usually known for their 

self-deprecating humour, so it must have come as a huge 
surprise to gamers when Sega's senior director, YukavoJa 

Hidekazu, appeared in a hilariously ironic TV ad just days 

after the Dreamcast announcement The commercial, v.t.ich 
will only ever be shovvn in Japan, shows Hidekazu-san 

overhearing a group of children dedaring that Sega is out of 

date and that a console called 'Playsta' is where it's at - Playsta 

being a thinly modified version of 'Plasta': a nickname for 

PlayStation used by SCE in its own commercials. This sets the 

, 

.... 
'" .. I 

bdeaguered director off on a self-destructive trawl through 

the ToIoio streets, finaJ~ coI~psing beaten and bewildered in 
front of his wife. Although the Satum is never actually 

named in the ad, it is painfully dear this is what the kids 

were berating. and by acknowledging the machine's 'death' in 

such a comic and public manner, Sega is deverty sending 

out a clear message of arrogant self-confidence to Sony, and 

to garners in general. If only Sega Europe could manage an ad 

half as bizarre, eye-catching or downright cheeky. 
These are highlights from the 1V ad: 

" .!. 
\ t ~~ 

, -- -, , q • 
\ 2 3 5 

1. VOiceoYer: 'Today. Yukawa Hidekuu. senior director at Set:a Enterprises. hears a surprising COfMfSation in the street'. 1. He tums to SH two children talking. 
First child: 'Sega is out of dater Second child: 'Ptaysta is much n'IOI'e interesting: l. Yukawa HideIwu is in his office surrounded by employees. Hidekaru-san: 
Well. is it true?r The employees do not answer. They 100« down at their fHt. 4. HidekanHan is seen in a taxi, looking shocked. The taxi pas.ses through the 
Kal>ukicho in Shinjuku. an area filled with arcades. Hidekatu-san: 'Stop me here. I want to be alone: s. Hidekazu-san is seeo in a sports centre playing 
baseball and trying to forget what he heard earlier, but the childrens' COI'M!f5ation keeps haunting him. 

• # C 
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t. Hidekaru-san stumbles through a dark back street, apparently drunk. Inadvertently. he bumps into a member of the local Yakuza. Hidekazu-san: 'Damn .. : 
Vakuza' lTlember. 'Hey your Hidekalu-san: "Shut upr Yakuza member (eW:IentIy more than a trifle upset): 'Say ~ J. Back home, Hidebzu crashes into the 
entrance hall of his family dwelling. His wife appealS. Wife: 'Welcome homer .. She appears shocked as he slumps to the floor. Wife: What happened?r 

.: t . Hideka:u-san's wife draws closer to her husband, who is lying beaten and drunk on the floor, and attempts to tend 10 his abrasions. 10. Just as the Sega 
logo appears, a final voiceover, from the children earlier in the ad, urges: 'Senior director Yukawa Hidelwu, STAND UP!' 
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PRESCREEN 

Codemasters is hoping to 
continue its impressive 
attad:: on the videogame 
racing world With this 
substantially improved 
sequel to last year's hit. 

A roll call of the newest arrivals in the world of videogaming 

," 
EMPTY GESTURES 
Discussing the merits of quantity over quality 

O 0 rank among the game design elite these 
days requires a steady commitment to being 

'diverse'. NO longer is it enough to be the most 
complete or the most POlished. Every designer is 
looking for something new - that 'unique selling 
point' destined to catapult their game into the 
hearts and minds of press and public alike. 
perhaps it's understandable that so many settle 
for creating yet another drivIng title, gIven the 
standard set by the Industry'S top minds. 

Equally, however, the weight of pressure 
from publishers to release a 'product' cannot 
be underestimated. Certain companies have 
product overlords, empowered by their bosses 
to ensure that only acceptable titles (ie those 
that are 3D - to hell with the content) are 
worked on by development teams. These 
middle-management non-garners are a curse 
on the videogames industry, driving forward 
substandard titles on the strength of a good 3D 
engine. Clearly, the PlayStatiOfl market is affected 
worst by this malaise, If only because it is 
relatively Inexpensive to duplicate COs compared 
to having N64 cartridges made. 

At first it seems puzzling that anyone would 
want to make a bad vldeogame - after all, 

everyone knows that the best titles achieve the 
best sales. Where the hardcore gamers need to 
make a mental leap to, is understanding that for 
the aforementioned managers this industry is all 
about numbers. Why spend, say, £1 million making 
a great game, when £250,000 could De spent 
making an average one? These people aren't 
creatives, they're accountants with no interest in 
developing innovative, genre-busting products. 

perusing the heavily stocked shelves of 
videogame stores is often a depressing business, 
with few titles really crying out to be purChased. 
One of the often-considered factors used when 
Edle is reviewing a new game is whether it 
would merit personal expenditure. Too often the 
answer is a TeSOUnding, 'NO'. Those whO select 
wtlich titles are going to be developed don't 
seem able to ask. themselves that simple 
question, nor whether they would want to own 
several copies Of essentially the same game. 
Psygnosis' colony Wars, Blast Radius and Colony 
wars: vengeance are perhaps the most recent 
example of this trend, as three uncomfortably 
similar titles from the same company being 
passed off as standalone products. It wouldn't be 
so bad if the punters didn't buy the damn things,. 

Edp presents the first in _ new rep"r column: Spot the Difference. From left to ridd: Colony 
Wen. Colony Wan: MtngeGII.ce _nd Blast RadIus. Or was tta.t the other way wounlI Who knows ... 

unreal may have hinted 
at the possibilities of 
playing Quake 11 in the 
great outdoors, but 
Kanaan IOof::s set to 
fully realise the dream, 

• 

Disposing of insectold 
aliens as LUpus the dog Is 
an intriguing proposition. 
Ed .. expectS Rare to 
surprise players again by 
releaSing this soon(iSh), 

Alter a lacklustre St8rcraft, 
its left to 'NeStWOOd to 
Ilri"8 Caovedog 00wn a 
peg. Expect a proper 
sequel, rather than a 
Red Alert style caSh-in. 

If it weren' t ror Acclaim, 
Nintendo's 'Dream Team' 
would have been the butt 
of endless jOkes. Can the 
makers of TlJrok and 
Forsaken deliver again1 
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PRESCREEN ALPHAS 
D2 

' -' 

DREAMCAST'S FIRST-BORN LEADS THIS MONTH'S SElECTION OF THE FRESHEST AND FINEST 

fORMAT: DREAM CAST DEVELOPER : WARP 

With more than 2,000 polygons making up the heroine Laura's face, D2 on 

Dreamcast is already raising eyebrows. After surviving a plane crash above 

the wilds of canada, Laura wakes in a desolate hut, only to come under 

attack from a variety of mutants. To protect her, She wields weapons 

including a shotgun and a flame-thrower. Her hit points vary according to 

the temperature, so it's best to stay clOse to the hut rather than exPloring 

the distant - yet fully visible - mountains in particularly indement weather. 

For such long distance journeys, players can drive vehicles including a 

snow rT'IObile. Despite the multi-polygonal snowstorms, Laura's skirt fails 
10 lengthen - although the weather does alter the lighting effects. 
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GP LEGENDS 

ToeA 2 

----

',-
' -' 

FORMAT: PC DEVElOPER: PAPYRUS 

Nearing its postponed release date, Papyrus' classic Formula Qfle 

simulator continues to impress. ll1e prospect of racing the ful l NOrDurgring 

Circuit in Jim Clark's 1967 Lotus has rarely been more appealing. 
Barring a last·minute disaster, everything lookS on course for success. 

FORMAT : PLAYSTATION DEVElOPER: CODEMASTERS 

ALPHAS 

"GPc.,:<Xl""'-______ ~ 

After years of little action, 

the Dike racing genre has 

suddenly seen a revival. This 

latest PC effort allows players 

to compete on the world's 
motorbike circuits and all of 

the different classes that make 

up the various categories. 

At this stage, the handling is 
promising and visually GPSOO is 

not far betund its competitors. 

After last month's excellent Win McRae Rally, CocIemasters returns with a sequel to 'NtIat is still one 01 the 

PlayStation's best racing titles. There's much more to TOCA 2 than graphical revamps such as the proposed 

hi-res mode and improved car models. The developer is keen to improve all areas, inclUding new AI routines. 
MOst promising is its linkup compatibil ity and the prospect of racing other vehicles at touring car weekends. 

31 
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<OiIII SECA RAllY 2 

Taking a detour past the saturn, 

5ega Rally 2 will arrive in the 

home via the pc, with higtlly 

customisable cars making up 

for the lack. of Model 3 engine 

power. Players will be able to 

alter parameters such as gear 
ratio. handling and suspension, 

and can take their cars through 

a ten-year mode. There will be 

six different cars (plUS secret 

cars) and over 40 stages. 

DRAGON QUEST VII 

Games based around the 'Alien' mOVie license have always Shown glimpses of greatness, but never matched the 

intensity oJ ~e original films (Well okay, the first two). However, publisher Fox Interactive has given Argonaut full 

access to f!lIery piece of footage, every facet of Resurrection's script in order to create - hopefully - the best 

.: interpretation of the brand yet seen . The game itself boasts a powerful 3D engine and numerous spraw1ing levels. 

'-" 
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FORMAT: PLAYSTATlON DEVELOPER: EN IX 

First slated for the N64, the PlayStation's storage once again proved 

irresistible. The three men responsible for the Dragon'S Quests - JOrii YUji 

(design), Toriyama AAira (Manga) and sugiyama Koichi (mUSiC) - are 

legends in Japanese role-playing. Prior to Final Fantasy VII, Dragon Quest 

was the biggest thing in RPGs, still outpacing square's series in total sales. 
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8-MOVIE 

WHEEL OF TIME 

FORMAT: PLAYSTATION DEVELOPER: KING OF THE JUNGLE 

London outfit King of the Jungle has: come up trumps with this 60fps 

arcade-style Shooter, featuring a daSSic 'rout the alien invaders' plot. Once 

enemy Ships have been Shot down, a variety of resources can be collected 

and used to make new weapons. Expect a late-october debut through GTI. 

FORMAT: PC DEVELOPER: LEGEND ENTERTAINMENT 

ALPHAS 

GEX64 ... 

The Nintendo version of 

Crystal Dynamics' above· 

average PlayStation platformer 

is nearly complete. Set for 

release mid-september, 

Gex 64 features the same 

slick graphics engine and the 

equally smooth vocal talents 

of BritiSh actor Leslie Phillips. 

While unlikely to challenge 

Banjo or Mario for first and 

second place, Gex will be a 

welcome addition to the party. 

With the delicious unreal still lighting up the PC gaming firmament, Legend has jOined Ion Storm and Microprose in licensing the 3D engine. 

The Wheel of Time, like origin's Ultima Ascension, aims to combine the clean gameplay-of games like Quake with the depth of an RPG (albeit 

from the opposite direction). Based on Robert Jordan's fantasy novel series 'Wheel of Time', players select one of four characters who all 

control powerful groups in Jordan's mythos.lhe game will be a prequel to Jordan's novels, giving Legend the freedom to create its own plot. 

• 
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Still very early, Newcastl e~based 

Reflections' alternate reality, 

Resident Evi/·ish third person 

adventure promises to engross 

players within its strong plot 

and massive 3D environments. 

What starts off as a small tasK 
quickly develops into an epic 

quest requiring individuals to 

traverse dynamic environments, 

interacting with their many 

inhabitants for information. 

ULTIMA ASCENSION 

BUCK BUMBLE 
Take one of the Star Fox team, send him to work with Miyamoto for a 

couple of years, receive him back into the company, and this is the result. 

Buct Bumble is a mission-based, 360 degree shoot 'em, fOllOWing the 

exploits of the eponymous Buck. Bumble has come a long way since edge 

last viewed it, featuring several weapoos, gigantic foes, and detailed levels. 

BLOODY ROAR 2 

........ SEPTEMBER 1991 

FORMAT: PC DEVELOPER: ORICIN 

Despite reaching its ninth installment, Origin claims the Ultima series is far 

from running out of steam. We liked some of the things that our 

competitors were doing with more action-oriented roleplaying. but we felt 

that they were not tal<ing it to the extreme: says creator Richard 

Garrlott 'We want to take roleplaying to the edge - and then jump over: 

fORMAT: NINTENDO 64 DEVELOPER: ARGONAUT 

FORMAT: ARCADE/ PLAYSTATlON DEVELOPER: HUOSONSOn 

Like the original, Bloody Roar 2 features fighters wtlO can metamorphose into beasts. But this time the differences between human combatants and 

their animal form will be far more pronounced - beasts are much more violent and aggressive, and offer a range of special attacks. Three of the 

original characters remain; YUgo (the wolf), Alice (the rabbit) and long (the tiger). Debuting in the arcade, a PlayStation version will follow shortly after. 
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SENGOKU TURB 

SLAVE ZERO 

FORMAT: DREAMCAST DEVELOPER: NEC HOME ENTERTAINMENT 

An Dreamcast actIOn RPG. players assume the role of Jino-chan, a space 

girl crash-landed 00 a woOd of cats, >Mlo believes She is the MeSSiah. The 

engine incorporates What the developers call a 'MOvie Generator', which 

uses the power of 5ega'S console to create cut -scenes on the fly. 

FORMAT: PC DEVELOPER: ACCOLADE 

ALPHAS 

somewt\at reminiscent of sega's Virtual On, AcCOlade's Slave Zero focuses on mechanoids fighting In 30 cities. Rather than the lumbering 

robots of PC games like Med! warriOr, the inspiration comes from ani me. Players will battle through six different cities, climOlng buildings 

on the way and tip-toeing over - or on top of - the tiny citizens. Graphically ambitious, Slave Zero's designers have deveklped a 3D engine 

that is particularly adept at hidden polygon removal. The 1999 release date gives garners time to purchase sufficiently powerful harctware . . 

• 

• 
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KANAAN 
'Argonaut might not be the first to go back to the future with a firstperson shoot 'em up, 

but this exlusive look at Konoon suggests that its bark will be as good as its bite 

Turok .nd Incoming step .side - there's I new bl.st ..... , in town. 
KanGGft fe.tures some specYculli, effects,. CU,,,,tMcI to catch the eye 

' Format: PC 

Publisher: UblSoft 

Developer: Argonaut 

Release: wi.i'ter 

'-<)rigln: UK 

'.~. 

O 
hink firstperson PC shoot 'em ups. 

Think dark tunnels, think robot 

enemies, think bleak future worlds. The 

stereotype defined by id's seminal Doom 

has been adhered to with a near-religious 

reverence by developers worldwide. So 

perhaps it's salient that Argonaut, a 

traditional console game company once 

strongly linked to Nintendo, should be 

chipping away at the genre's mould. 

Argonaut's firstperson foray is currently 

dubbed .Kanaan. although the search for a 

• 

-' 

By .lIowlnl the pllyer to c.pture ......,. "hides. from iMPs to ....-.n. 
Arpn.ut his opened up an.uy of ...., .. y .nd comb.t Gp.. ' 7 

name to replace the development tag of 

'Chaos' has been a protracted wrangle. While 

the game's futuristic setting IS nothing new, 
its 'dog' -themed alien enemies are 

refreshingly different. GUiding lone human 

Gabriel cain, the player must stop the 

invaders from capturing his home planet of 

Camrose. Cain is one of two surviving 

members of camrose's crack Chaos Squad, 

the other being the group's traitorous captain 

deSoto. As the game progresses, new plot 

elements are introduced, including cain 

jOining the underground resistance. New 

weapons. locations and environments will 

gradually be uncovered as cain struggles to 

defeat the alien foe. His eventual target is the 

alien leader Commander Kray, who must be 

brought down for cain's final victory. 

Through the careful use of tessellation 

techniques, Kanaan has been gifted with vast 



-, 
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Along with copious 
blood splatterings, tall 
pointy rocks are a 
promment feature in 
Argonaut's Kdnddn 

As in GoldenEye, specific parts of e ..... tes can 
be targeted. There's a bit more ketchup. thouch 

environments. One of the development 

community's hot technologies at the 

moment, tessellation reduces the number 

of polygons required to create a 3D object the 

further away it is from the camera. Shiny 

Entertainment's forthcoming Messiah has 

already been widely reported on for its use of 

the technology. But while Messiah's 

characters are the main beneficiary of 

tessellation, Argonaut has used it to enable 

the drawing of huge landscapes. However, 

the game also contains a large number of 

structures which can be entered, the action 

blending smoothly from interior to exterior. 

Utilising Kanaan's powerful 3D engine fully, 

certain buildings will feature balconies, giving 

the player the ability to look across an area 

and attack enemies from a distance. other 

graphical effects, such as explosions, are 

more than up to current industry standards, 

while the hand-animated characters move in 

a highly believable fashion. 

In order to move swiftly around these 

incredibly open areas, the player can capture 

and utilise a variety of vehicles. These include 

jeeps, cars, trucks, speedboats, helicopters 

and bombers, each with their own armoury 

available at Cain's disposal. Edge sampled 

the delight of racing across the desert level in 

Picky pl.yers will be 
.ble to select this 
option.1 third person 
(left) view if so desired 

PRESCREEN 

The dirty-doc .lien scum must be eradicated •• nd G.brl.1 cain has the 
weaponry to do it. The flnale.me will feature over a doz.en ann.meab 

a jeep, gunning down and running over the 

canine invaders at every turn. Notably, the 

handling model for the vehicles is on a par 

with many PC driving titles, which bodes well 

for the other modes of transport yet to be 

included. Jumping out of the various transport 

types with a single key press allows the 

player to stop, attack and move on smoothly. 

While Kanaan's standard viewpoint is 

firstperson, Argonaut has strong opinions 

regarding character depiction, and to that 

end an additional thirdperson camera is 

selectable. For the in-vehicle sections of the 

game, it's probably preferable, giving a better 

impression of controlling a car rather than 

just running very quickly. Both Cain and his 

dog-eared enemies are well designed, and 

players may well prefer to see the hero in 

action, as in Tomb Raider. cain also has access 

to a sniper weapon (as seen in GoldenEye), 

so he can pick-off foes from a great distance 

by zooming in through the weapon's sights. 

lraditional firstperson puzzle elements also 

emerge, along with console systems which 

reveal conundrums that block progress. 

With the gameplay currently being 

tweaked, and Argonaut having chosen to 

team up with publisher Ubi soft, Kanaan 

clearly nas the potential to succeed. All the 

expected bases have been covered, while 

factors like the controllable vehicles offer 

more than enough to capture PC gamers' 

interest. And possibly that of 

Dreamcast owners, too .. 

Kd,",dn's open worlds 
are • welcome ch.nge 
after the recent 
claustrophobia of 
firstperson PC titles 
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FI NAL FANTASY VIII 
Nature abhors a vacuum. As the furore surrounding Final Fantasy VII finally dissipates (following 

The FMV shows Fm"s 
heroes .s Squ.reSoft 
may atwa" h..,e liked 
to see them portrayed. 
Of course. Inl,me 
the realism diminishes 
somewhat. posinC the 
question : is lifelike 
really the best option? 

Format: PI'yStatlon 

Publisher: SquareSoft , 
Developer: In-house 

~: '~elease: Autumn (Japan) 

Origin: Japan 

its triumphant conversion to the PC), Final Fantasy VIII details have rushed in to fill its place 

m appity, the recent Japanese release of 

Square's S'Nish action adventure Brave 

Fencer Musashiden was accompanied by a 

second disc containing, among other delights, 

a surprisingly extensive playable demo of the 

eagerly awaited Final Fantasy VIII. Much of the 

sJ1adov.Jy information concerning the game has 

now condensed into fact or else been 

dissipated in the light of the sampler. 

As reJXll1ed in E60, the super-deformed 

character style of the series to date has been 

ditched in favour of a more universally 

appealing and realistic graphical style. A clear 

response to the success of SQuare's Japanese

style RPGs in the world at large, FFVllfs 

characters are more reminiscent of a PC title 

like Blade Runner than its true FF heritage. 

Environment graphics remain less altered, 

however. Musically, too, the demo suggests 

little change from FVI/- indeed, with some 
sections of the SCOI'e largely unchanged it's 

likely that SQuare hasn't really tackled the aural 

aspect of its latest RPG yet. 
It's in the battle sections that the I'IE!\Y 

graphics - and gameplay variations - of FFV111 

become most apparent. The basic battle 

system remains the same: pseudo turn-based, 

with players selecting attacks while the fight 

rages around them. Interestingly, prior to 

'-

Vlsu.lly, Rnal Fontasy VIII is like. cross between the/revious I.me 
.nd thlfdperson PC .dventures such .s 00'* Earth.n BItJde Runne,. 

fighting, there seem to be less random battles 

- another concession to western tastes. 

There also appears to be less use of 

cutaway sequences, with more actions 

displayed in the battle view. 

More moves happen simultaneously, too

one character might heal another INhile a third 

launches an attaCk, for example. 

Umit breaks of a kind remain, although 

there's no bar to indicate how close characters 

FFVlII will be huee - the 
demo .IOM features six 
substanti.1 char.cters. The 
desicners have hinted th.t 
the centr.1 theme is 10"" 
perh.ps In .n effort to 
.tb.d female e.mers 
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As in FFV11. the difference between the e.plor.tlon screens (above) Ind the 
bottl •• (top rip') I. sto ... Note Squolfs IImH bruk _ (centre rIaht) 

are to breaking point. weapons include the 

hero squall's gunblade (wtlich can be used 

both to slash and to fire bullets), as well as 

catapults and more conventional swords. 

Contrary to earty reports, magic and spell 

casting remain. Materia (the substance that 

could be placed on weapons or bracelets to 

confer magical abilities) has been replaced by 

the 'Draw' ability. This enables characters to try 

to suck magical energy out of their opponents. 

As well as lightning bolts and heal spells, 

the demo contains a single Summon spell, 

The party hides from a lfouP of guards durinl I realtime cut-scene. Other 
sections utilise similarty effective blends between action and cutaways 

• 

l eviathan, which is as impressive as anything 

in FFVII. When cast, a huge snakelike ice dragon 

appears, raises a volcanic mountain from tile 

earth, coils to the top, and produces a cascade 

of water PJlNerful enough to wash away all but 

the hardiest opponents in the demo taster. 

FFVII(s plot involves a military school called 

the Garden, 'Where lead character Squall is 

training as an operative for the elite seeD 

squad. In character terms, reports claim that, 

as well as squall, players Will also be able to 

assume the role of Laguna LOire, a garrulous 

27-year-old ex-Garden member. 

With the characters looking more realistic, 

FFVlII seems even more like a drama than a 

game. Still, countless PC games have boasted 

more realistic characters than FFVlI, yet none 

can boost the emotional attachment that 

Square's title engendered. If square wants to 

move its protagonists away from the heavily 

stylised look of Japanese game heroes like 

Cloud, Mario, and even Pac-Man, it may need 

to change the game elsewhere too (the demo 

indicates tilat Square is continuing its 

experimentation With cinematic devices). 

with well over 100 hours of gameplay and 

a plot likely to incorporate dozens of 

characters, Final Fantasy VIII could well move 

the series into a place neither game nor 

film, but very much Square's own. 

PRE SCREE N 

The Leviathan Summon 
spell shown in this 
sequence Is absolutely 
gorgeous, if drawn-oul 
Dual-shock support 
means players can feel 
the surging water as it 
washes over enemies 
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COMMAND & CONQUER 2: TIBERIAN SUN 
Fresh from the C&C fold and destined to follow its forbears to a 

Realtime stratqy 
came explosions .re 
not known for their 
spectacular nature, but 
Tibf!Jrlan Sun's dynamic 
liptin, can cast some 
lovely shadows across 
the vOJ.ellandscapes 

Format: PC 

Publisher: Virgin 

Developer: 'westwood Studios 

.:: :; Release: November 

Origin: US 

. , 

chaJt-topping status, the PC's most eagerly anticipated game is almost here 

O he past year has seen the PC's High 

Street presence slip yet further behind 

the PJayStation. It is in some ways therefore 

ironic that the usual visual advantage 

provided by PC 3D cards wi ll play no part in 

the inevitable success of C&C: Tiberian Sun. 

The third game in the four-million-pi us-selling 

C&C franchise is bucking the polygonal trend, 

employing enigmatic voxels instead. 

'We have certain criteria we must fulfil in 

Tiberian Sun and the first of these is speed: 

explains Tiberian Sun's producer Enk Yeo. 

'Voxels allow us to display hundreds of units 

on the map simultaneously because once 

one is rendered into RAM, redrawing it 

onscreen is virtually instantaneous. polygons 

must be constantly recalculated every time 

they move and that's CPU intensive' 

This commitment to speedy technology 

has kept Westwood in the top tier of PC 

developers. Tiberian Sun's engine adds a 3D 

isometric view to the series for the first time, 

and the 16bit colour throughout augments 

this, although the team is devoting most of its 

programming resources to unit and level design. 

'We believe a smaller number of well

designed and thought-out units is the right 

C&C's Tiberium ore has mutated 
into two varieties. Mobile flying 
harvesters will add a new 
challenge to defending ore 
fields while the ore itself will 
continue to damilge units 

way to go: says Brett Sperry, president of 

Westwood (and allegedly the finest Red Alen 

player in the world) . 'We've found that players 

don't really want a huge number of different 

units to figure out and the key to making this 

philosophy work is to ensure that every unit 

has a specific counter - an Achilles heel.' 

The third C&C game, Tiberian Sun is set in 

the year 2020. This allows an entirely new 

suite of units to be develOped for the still

battling GOI and NOD factions, who have now 

respectively retreated to the Arctic Zone and 

underground to escape the earth's Tiberium 

ore-devastated equatorial zone. These 

disparate lives allows Westwood to fulfil its 

promise of making the two sides completely 

different, as helicopter harvesters, tunnelling 

tanks, firestorm defences and hovercraft vie 

for control of the sparse resources. It also 

allows them to create two types of ore 

instead of the previously seen one, and this 

should allow further strategic depth. 

Westwood is also devoted to ensuring the 

singleplayer game is as involving as the 

multi player experience (whiCh will be fully 

supported over Westwood's admirably free 

Internet gaming site, lMVW.westwood.com). 

Despite omitting several feiltures illreildy seen in Total Annihildtion, spectKulilr ilctiOn. 
Henes like this should ensure that TiberiGn Sun will not be l"aphiCIIl1y challenged 
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Westwood inwented the RTS Interface (riPt) nd is understandably reluct.nt 
to radlCIIl1y aher it. " will be twuked to DeCome IIION Intuttiwe for bqinnen 

In the finished venion 
all the scenery will be 
fully defo .... bl •. 
Destroy!", bridles 
mipt prcwide a 
short-term a.antqe. 
but could impede 
vit.1 counter-.tt.cks 
later In the lame 

The singleplayer missions - the one area 

where westwood is years ahead of the 

competition - are being designed to retain 

their superb blend of action and novel tactics. 

Again the technology will help, with the 

coloured lighting making base assaults easier 

at night for certain units, and fully deformable 

terrain offering huge possibilities. lakes and 

rivers may freeze over with the passage of 

time, landslides may block off roads, and 

bridges can be taken early on only to 

discover that by doing so a valuable supply 

line has been inhibited for the end game. 

The key to integrating all these 

elements is the artificial intelligence, and 

Westwood is bullish here, too. Yeo again: We 

believe that over the last couple of years the 

term AI has been somewhat abused. In 

Tiberian Sun we are committed to taking AI a 

genuine step forward and we've given the 

whole subject a massive amount of thOught. 

I don't want to say too much but it will be an 

adaptive system, able to learn on the fly and 

heuristically create new solutions to new 

attacks: I( this fulfils Edge's obviously lofty 

expectations, expect attacks from multiple 

directions, combined air and land attacks 

(Westwood is not planning to include many 

sea units after the initial failure to implement 

• 

".' 
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Walls will play a vital part in Tiberion Sun. but 'or the first time they 
will .lIow your 'oKes to p.ss throueh while keepinl the enemy at bay 

Red Alert's fairly) and novel ways to defend 

and counterattack. Given that the company 

has led the way for some time in this area, 

only a brave man would bet against some 

meaningful success. 

Westwood knows its twin pillars of C&C 

success - making a fast game and ensuring 

it is accessible to 'non-gamers'. With this in 

mind it is not including 3D line of sight, as 

seen in arch-rival Toral Annihilation, and is 

reSisting the urge to move into true 3D. 

What forward steps it is taking can only 

be applauded. At least one PC game this 

Christmas has a chance of withstanding 

the onslaught from Metal Gear Solid 

and its PlayStation colleagues. 
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SILENT HILL 
As the average age of videogamers continues to rise, publishers are becoming more aware of the 

subject matter that appeals to adults. And the rise and rise of the horror game is being led by Konami 

After beinl coued tlnOlllh tIaII 't' ..... by .. HCOU ..... wtth what: 
.,pears to be an . ".ridO...... ..eau ... ,. I ...... of ............ 

Format: PlayStatlon 

Publisher: Konaml 

Developer: In-house 

Release: Spring 

origin: Japan 

O here's no doubt that mrldng out of 

their college labs in mid~'7OS America, 

the designers of the lJery first videogames 

had no idea that 20 years later, developers 

would be using electronic entertainment 

platforms to deliver altogether more 

unnerving experiences than the lNholesomely 

simplistic games of deep-space warfare and 

'tennis' that k.icked off a revolution. 

Videogame content has certainly shifted 

a long way since its humble beginnings. 

Developers experimented with digitised 

imagery to realise more adult themes in the 

'SOS (notably British outfit CRl with adventure 

games such as oracula) and now, using 

today's technology, an 18-rated title such as 

Resident Evil 2 can be an instant bestseller. 

Follqwing in the footsteps of such 

• 

... whlch _".rs to be redunullt. M the mutt In question MS been 
r.v.d by somethlnc_ttocether more ferocious. But wh .. euctlyl 

lucrative footsteps is Silent Hill, the most 

inspired title among Konami's surprise 

offerings at this year's E3 event. To call it a 

clone would be to do it a severe injustice, 

though: Silent Hill's environments are 

presented in realtime 3D, and the atmosphere 

it generates, even in the early version Edge 

has seen, far exceeds that of capcom's 

legendary horror adventures. 

The game sees players picking up the role 
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The interior sections 
can p',ove especially 
reminiscent of a certain 
Capcom came series_ 
In real time, thouCh ... 

A handcun comes In 
hlndy In dull", with 
these pnulnely odd 
.-... (left). GnIt 
11Pti","""" (_I 

of a car-accident VIctim who loses his 

daughter - literally - follOWIng the incident. 

Heading towards Silent Hill. a small, sleepy 

town whose occupants have mysteriously 

vanished, the gameplay unfolds and reveals 

itself to be a blend of the Resident Evil and 

Tomb Raider series. 

Armed with a map of the area, players set 

out to explore a town shrouded by a thiCK fog 

- a feature adopted, presumably, to bu ild 

atmosphere while relieving pressure from the 

game's 3D engine. EXploration in this early 

build of the game reveals a variety of shops 

and buildings - none of which can be 

entered, a factor that could change in the 

• 

' -" -

The action kicks off followin, a car accident 
(above). EIploration Is the keyword from here 

finished game. It's not long before another 

character is encountered - a young girt 

possibly the lead character's daughter. 

Represented in a cutaway CGI sequence, she 

imP'Ores the player forward. at which point 

she seems to disappear. Further progress 

involves negotiating a series of dimly lit 

passageways which require the use of a torch 

- bringing some fabulous lighting effects into 

play. It's then that the truly sinister feel of 

Silent Hill surfaces, the grim colour scheme 

enlivened by areas decorated with buckets of 

gore. Rounding a corner, the game's 

soundtracK begins to complement the 

visuals, and churning, wheezing tones issue 

forth before the player is assaulted by what 

appear to be zombie-esque children. On this 

admittedly limited evidence, it lOOKS as 

though Silent Hill could be the most genuinely 

chilling videogame ever real ised. 

Beyond the gameplay itself. which at this 

point appears sound, the cut scenes deserve 

a special mention. Unlike other blg·name 

Japanese softcos such as Namco and square. 

Konami does not have a reputation for 

producing cutting-edge CGI, and yet the 

quality of the sequences in Silent Hill are 

nothing short of mind-boggling. 

The Resident Evil theme is ready to go 

real time, and Silent Hill is poised to 

explore those avenues with aplomb. 

PRE SCREEN 

Extemallev_ls are 
shrouded In mist. 
Jarring camera ansles 
serve to heighten the 
already-considerable 
tension in the came 
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SEVENTH CROSS 
Edge's first Dreamcast Prescreen reveals an intell igent game focusing on artificial life. 

Seventh Cr055 couldn't be less like the arcade titles that typified the Saturn 's early software catalogue 

Seventh Cross sees NEe HE fadnl the new horizons opened up by Dreamc.sL 
Yet ,ather than crem an obvious .rCllde polyJon 'est. it's worldnl with A· Ufe 

rm ith less than half a dozen titles 

W announced so far for Sega's all-or

nothing games console, Seventh Cross seems 

an oddity. An A-life game in which players 

experiment with DNA to evolve the ultimate 

predator, it's far removed from the arcade 

conversions which might have previously 

been expected to sell the console. 

As befits its quir~ nature, Seventh Cross' 

closest relative is probably PC title Creatures, 

while it's clearly also inspired by Sandai's 

Tamagotchi and Nintendo's Pocket Monsters. 

..-. Format: Dreamcast Players begin by designing a baby 

humanoid fighter, whose attributes alter over 

the course of the game. Rather than toying 

with pipettes and test tubes, players specify 

their character's DNA with colours. The 

genetic makeup is portrayed via a ten-by-ten 

Publisher: NEe HE 

Developer: In·house 

Release: November 

Origin: Japan 

',.J, 

Appearance depends on DNA. The 
earthy beast above looks very different 
to the golden metallic humanoid (top) 

' - '" -
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Seventh CIOSS currently places heavy emphasis on textures (above), 
a feature that may chanle with further developmenL Note the flames 

"'~ 

coloured matrix (called the Self Organisation 

Map) with colours representing attributes like 

speed, intelligence or strength. Once designed, 

the baby creature is born into the 3D world. 

At first. the infant predator is happy 

scavenging for vegetables but as it grows, its 

tastes change. Only animals can provide the 

nutrition it requires once it reaches adUlthood, 

which means it will need to fight to survive. 

To hunt for prey, the creatures employ a 

variety of different attack methods, 

depending on their DNA. Once they've killed 

their opponent, they eat it. unsurprisingly, 

the food changes the creature's chemical 

makeup. In a break with reality, digested food 

also alters a creature's DNA. and therefore its 

abilities. This suggests a creature that eats 

mainly slow-moving herbivores will become 

PRESCREEN 

A fish rHms the lame's depths (above). PIlrhaps the aquatic denilens might 
be hunted ... Certainly, some creatures seem perfectty adept in the water (top) 

adept at overpowering them, whereas a diet 

of fleet·footed critters will probably produce 

a speedier predator. NEC HE says the various 

combinations of DNA and subsequent 

behaviour (the classic 'Nature and Nurture' 

double·whammy) can result in some 810,(XX) 

different types of creatures. 

With the developer's parent company 

NEe behind the VideoLogic PowerVR 

technology at the heart of Dreamcast, it's no 

surprise to find that Seventh Cross boasts 

some stunning effects. (NEe HE has now 

abandoned its projects for the PC FX -

Japan's most recent lack.lustre games console 

- to concentrate on Dreamcast). The game 

still needs to go through several evolutions 

before it'll befit a Dreamcast game, but some 

of the console's power is apparent. 

NEC HE tJasn't talked about the VMS in 

Seventh Cross, but it's likely players will be 

able to transfer their creatures to another 

user's machine to fight. Internet bouts are 

also expected. An intriguing start to the 

brave new world of Dreamcast. 

Gorleous transparent 
water Is reminiscent of 
P( titles like Unreal. 
Indeed, the lame looks 
more like a PC lame 
th.n a console title 
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GIANTS 
MDK - which Planet Moon created while still part of Shiny - has been termed an 'Art House 

game'. Its Giants might be described as an Art House game by George lucas and David lynch 

Herds of .nlm.ls roam u.. isl.nds. lbey can provide Smarties with • 
fe.st, or even opt"te m.chinery. At sea, schools of fish can be found 

Format: PC 

Publisher: Interplay 

Developer: Planet Moon 

Release: s~rlng 

. Origin: US 
.... :------

, .:. 

m aybe movies inspire us: says Nick 

WI Bruty, co-director of art and design at 

Planet Moon. 'I always liked the old -King 

Kong- movie, where Kong's fighting those jets 

and helicopters atop the Empire State building. 

Hence Kabuto the Giant and the flying Meees.' 

Besides struggling to pinpoint influences, 

Nick Bruty and his colleague Tlm Wllllams 

seem unable to sum up Giants succinctly. 
Consider the plot. Five vacationing Cockney 

space aliens (the Meccaryns) leave their 
home planet Majorca, only to be swallowed 

' -'" -

'Kllbuto Is basially a thlnkinl man's liant: says Williams. 'He trulb no one. 
and pards the only thinl that has been constant for him - tha Island. his home' 

by a giant fish and discharged into the ocean 

near an island belonging to the magical sea 

Reapers. considering the Meccaryns a threat, 

the Reapers summon a giant Kabuto, who 

decimates half of their number. 

The stage is set for what boils down to a 

tremendously inventive shoot 'em up. Players 

select one of the three aforementioned 

factions then fight across 30 different islands. 

'On the islands you'll find shepherd-like 

guardians roaming around look.ing after herds 

of creatures for Kabuto: says Williams. There 

are also various bases dotted around. Inside 

the player's own base is a power source that 

must be protected. Equally; opponents' bases 

must be raided to complete the level. 

'Basically, the sea Reapers want their island 

back, the Meccs want to collect enough 

energy and resources to ·get back to MajOrca, 

and Kabuto just wants everyone off his land: 

Giants is unashamedly a shooter. but it 

• 
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If the Su Re.per (.bo'le) spots bbuto on one side of the Isl.nd. she 
mi,ht whip ,ound to the othe' side . nd stHl some of his supplies 

boasts extra levels of complexity. 'Both RPGs 

and strategy add spice to it: says Williams. 'If 

you play the Meccaryns you'll first rescue 

four teammates, then later you'll set up a 

base and capture creatures to work for you.' 

These creatures are the Smarties

wandering humanoids that take the place of 

traditional powerups. 'There are a finite 

number of these indigenous fello'NS dotted 

around: explains Williams. 'As well as making 

bases for you, they'll start creating little 

"presentsw
• These take the form of traps, 

spells, weapons and new buildings.' 

Hearing about the power-ups, Edge 

wonders how much of MDK's humour was 

lazily miscredited to Dave perry. One is called 

the Decoy Busker: 'He's one of those irritating 

buskers one often finds at train stations. The 

enemy will do away with this horror first 

before coming after you. ' 

Each of the races has its own talents. Tl1e 

Sea Reaper rules the ocean. She is fastest on 

water and·has magic abilities. Kabuto relies 

on brute force, and can dig his hands into the 

ground to mould a giant clump of mud into a 

ball. Kabuto also sets traps all over the island. 

Finally, the flying Meccaryns work as a team . 

........... ... ............ ~ .. 
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The number of S ... rtle _inion, • p&.yer .... la his'" force islhowa in the 
.... rtpt 01 tile _ (_~ 10 ... u_ twist. tIooy ... _ build pubs 

'You control the centre one and the others 

protect you: williams explains. 'You will be 

able to build up their experience and arsenal. 

At level one, your four-man team will just 

stand and fire. At experience level ten they'll 

dive to the ground, run behind trees for cover 

and even fly behind attackers for a better shot.' 

Despite the wealth of new gameplay 

ideas, it's Giants' cracking graphics that have 

commanded most attention to date. Bruty 

explains that Planet Moon achieves its 

graphical effects through unconventional 

routes. 'I don't think we're any smarter than 

other leading developers, we Just go in a 

different direction. We pay little attention to 

poly counts and texture memory. We plough 

straight ahead with good old sloppy code until 

we're happy with the results.' 

Planet Moon's Six-person team might 

seem tiny by today's standards, yet they 

procluced MDK in just 11 months during their 

time at Shiny Entertainment. 'Our team can 

work at a very fast rate - we design the game 

largely on the screen instead of paper. If 

someone has a new idea we can usually get 

a rough version working within a day.' 

'In my experience, for every good idea 

you have, someone else can think of ten 

reasons why it will not work:: Bruty laments. 

'But if you can just get it into the game, even 

in a flawed way, the idea gro'NS. Great design 

can be an unpredictable thing. I'll 

happily look under any rock to find it.' 

Asked wh.t life is like 
without Shiny's D.ve 
Perry, Nick B,uty 
,esponds: 'Well .t lust 
it will be e.sie, to live 
up to our own hype' 
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THE UNHO LY WAR 
Taking its cue from Shakespeare. Crystal Dynamics' first strategy game 

J1Je UnHoly Wcrt"s ......,. 
ch.rAders are notIibly 
diverse. AnimMion is 
fNsonably solid. .... 
the camera CH ofteII 
pull a lonl way Ndr. 

'Format: PlaySt atlon 

Publisher: TBA 

Developer: Crystal Dynamics 

Release: Autumn 

'~ Origin: US 

attempts to woo an audience with Romeo and luliet-style theatrics 

r.iiI rystaI Dynamics, forerunner among 

a PlayStation platform game producers 

(responsib'e for Pandemonium 1 and 2, and 

Gex 30), is trying its hand at something 

different The unHoly War is a curious 

collisIOn of arcade action and strategy

unusual for oot trying to blend the two as 

many western developers have. Instead, the 

game's tactical and battle modes are sharply 

contrasted. in much the same way as Final 

Fantasy VII cuts to its combat scenes. 

HOWeVer, The UnHoly War isn't lumbered 

with turn-based combat - players are instead 

treated to a frantic, all-out action game. Just 

as Return Fire was to be primarily a twoplayer 

title. Crystal Dynamics' game is at its best 

'NIlen played in pairs. The 14 characters are 

used in a battle fought in an array of different 

arenas, vieWed from near top-down. 

The strategy mode can be played by 

either one or two contenders, taking the form 

of a hex-based map around which various 

characters must be moved. Each of the 

various creatures has a differing range of 

movement and suitability for use against 

opponents. Once placed adjacent to an 

• 
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While Cryst.1 Dynamics is still fine-tu nine the balance between different 
creature types. The UnHoly War's twoplayer battle is already a hoot 

occupied square, battle may commence. 

As yet, Edge isn't convinced about the 

mixture of the two styles, but work: is still 

in progress at Crystal's HQ. 

The reason for all this fighting is due to 

the breaking of an ancient treaty between 

two alien clans, the Teknos and the Arcanes. 

lINO 'unholy' offspring result from a Romeo 

and Juliet-style relationship formed by 

members of the two factions, and it's these 

brothers, vail and Jaron, who are at war: It's a 

pretty elaborate excuse for what's essentially 

a combat game with a modicum of strategy 

tacked on, but such things are a staple of 

videogaming lore. 

While the game is unlikely to satisfy those 

looking for the last word in strategy titles, the 

twoplayer game already proves a remarkably 

compelling experience. And, as with all its 

titles (exc lud i~g the forthcoming. moodily 

lit Legacy of Kain), Crystal Dynamics has 

imbued the game with its usual colourful 

style and strong 3D engine. Come this 

Autumn, The unHOly War will bring a 

little (much needed) diversity to the 

PlayStation's bulging catalogue of titles . 

Lighting effects are 
used extensively 
throughout the ~ame, 
illustrating its Wide 
variety of weapons 
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ABE'S EXXODUS 
Building on the success of Abe's Oddysee, Oddworld is revis ited as Mudokon hero 

Abe's new summonin, 
powers will allow him 
to seize control of the 
evil Sli"Ullrds so they 
tum their machine 
JUns on each other 

Form.t: PlayStatlon 

Publisher: GT Interactive 

D.v.l~p.r: 

Oddworld Inhabitants 

Release: November 

Origin: US 

Abe steps forward to rescue more brethren from a fate worse than death 

'i' ne of last year's summer sleeper hits 

.:. was Oddworld: Abe's Oddysee, a 20 

platform puzzle game of the old school 

variety. originally the game was intended to 

be the start of a multi title series which 

introduced an additional controllable 

character with each successive release. 

However, such was the popularity of the 

charismatic anti·hero Abe that his creator, 

Oddworld Inhabitants, has decided to give 

him a second outing in Abe's ExxOOus. 

In Oddysee, Abe's fellow Mudokons had 

to be rescued from slaving in a factory that 

was making them into food for their Slig 

masters. Oddworld Inhabitants has furnished 

the sequel with a similarly twisted plot. and 

again Abe is cast as saviour. Yet more hapless 

Mudokons are being forced to mine their 

ancestors oones for crushing into a drink 

(tagged Soul Storm), prevented from 

recognising their plight by having their eyes 

sewn shut. Due to the powerful nature of the 

game's characterisation, it's surprisingly easy 

to feel sympathy for the Mudokon cause. 

As before, Abe communicates with his 

trapped brethren via a series of whistles, 

yelps, calls and farts. HO'Never, in ExxOdus the 

Mudokons are less willing to be ordered 

about than in Oddysee, requiring the 

occasional slap to cajole them into action. 

Additional factors such as bursts of laughing 

gas do little to ease progress, leaving the 

escapees in fits of giggles. 

Most notably, though, Abe's powers have 

been greatly enhanced and now extend to 

enable the possession of enemy Slig guards. 

The captors' weapons can then be used to 

either dispose of their comrades, or the Sfigs 

can be made to activate various levers. New, 

flying Sligs can also be possessed, allowing 

Abe to access higher areas. 

Essentially a thorough (and less·linear) 

revamp of Oddysee, Exxodus is hoped to 

address any criticisms of its predecessor. 

Hopefully. the ever·personable Abe won't 

have to die Quite so often in order to 

solve the puzzles. 

fDtHlus answers some 
criticisms of Oddysee 
by hmn, far more 
varied environments, 
alon, with several 
new ,amepl.y features 

. As before. Oddworld Inhabitants has decorated Abe's world with some of the tastiest visuals around. Characterisation and 
animation are stunninc. althou,h the motion·blur shown in these screens (left) seems a little unlikely to make final code 

• 
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EHRGEIZ 
Originally a collaborative coin-op release from Square's Dream Factory and Namco, this free-

The multi-levelled 
fithtina enwiron .... nts. 
prus an unorthodoJ: 
control method. rully 
lift and distinlulsh 
Ehrgeiz .s its own I,me 

Format: PlayStatlon 

Publisher: SquareSoft 

Developer: !Sream Factory 

·: Release: Autumn 

origin: Japan 

roaming fighting game is nearing completion for the PlayStation . And it's looking pretty lean ... 

IJI espite frequent claims to the contrary, 

I:. the beat 'em up genre has only 

recently embraced the evolutionary 

possibilities offered by polygonal engines. 

Following a number of 'false alarms' -

including the sega-si red innovation of a 

'dodge' button. and Bushido Blade's free 

movement married with comparatively 

simplistic combat - Dream Factory's Ehrgeiz 

coin-op, released in Japan this February, 

arguably marked the debut of the 'true' 3D 

fighting game. with real depth. 

This PlayStation conversion faithfully 

reproduces the criSp, well·defined visuals of 

its coin-op parent. Running at 60fps Ehrgeiz 

demonstrates developer Dream Factory's 

supreme knowledge of sony's hardware, 

It'S moniker perhaps typifies its 

progressiVe design - in German, the word 

literally translates as 'ambition'. Players might 

first approach it expecting a tradit ional 

control method, whereby left or right control 

(jiven the scope of the filhtinl arenas, 
projedile attacks .r. In obvious inclusion 

• 
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The SquareSoft brandinl enables Cloud 
from Fmol Fontosy VII to play a part (above) 

movement towards and away from their 

onscreen assailant. Yet, unusually, basic 

D-pad or joystick movements instead cause 

fighters to run in that direction - much like, 

for example, the likes of non-arena fighting 

games such as Double Dragon or Streets of 

Rage. To remain facing an opponent while 

moving, or to approach in a more orthodox 

manner, the player must use a separate 

button to 'lock' their fighter in that position. 

Naturally, this development is 

accompanied by interactive scenery. Players 

can climb steps, jump onto higher platforms 

and, in certain instances, even locate useful 

objects. This provides strategic possibilities 

the beat 'em up genre has previously lacked. 

One stage, for example, features a small 

building. By climbing onto the roof. players 

can adopt a defensive strategy in order to 

prevent their opponent from gaining a 

foothold, with a view to gaining a victory once 

the timer expires. 

unlike Bushido Blade, Ehrgeiz offers what 

fighting-game fans would consider a full 

complement of offensive and defensive 

moves. From counters, to throws, to 

convoluted combo sequences, Dream 

Factory's title makes few sacrifices in its 

attempt to'break the beat 'em up mould. 

Indeed, it's reasonable to suggest that 

Ehrgeiz's relative complexity rather lends 

itself to the home market, where players 

will be more inclined to invest the time 

required to master its many nuances. 

Combos (above) Ire 
hardly an innovltive 
inclusion, but their 
intecrltion within I 
complex combat 
system is well handled 
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DESTREGA 
The 3D beat 'em up continues to break out of the confines of close-range combat 

Fighting occurs .1 both 
dose (above) .nd lonl 
ran,e (lop) - Ihe litter 
obviously necessilltinl 
Ihe use of a variety of 
projectile attecks 

Format: PlayStatlon 

Publisher: Koel 

Developer: Omega Force 

Release: Autumn (Japan) 

Origin: Japan 

w ith an unusual effort from a company once associated strictly with strategy wargames 

O 
0 the hardcore gamer, the Koei name is 

virtually synonymous with the strategy 

wargame. Its output over the past decade has 

encompassed a number of formats - from 

MSX to Super Famicom - yet its creative 

focus has remained constant, its war 

'simulations' (as they are regarded) enjoying a 

considerable fonowing in Koei's native Japan. 

Destrega, then, is a diverse and left-field 

release for a company so long associated 

with a more cerebral style of gaming. Keei's 

new fighting game represents a logical 

progression for developer Omega Force, 

following previous worK SBngoku Musosu -

a weapon-based beat 'em up that enjoyed 

favourable critical reception in its home 

marKet, and modest acclaim in the West 

under the Dynasty wars moniKer. 

Given Destrega's open, notably 30 

gameplay mechanics and multi-levelled 

stages, comparisons with Dream Factory's 

Ehrgeiz are perhaps inevitable. However, at 

this early-stage, its development as a 

PlayStation-specific title appears to be paying 

considerable visual dividends. Its 

environments are lavishly textured, and 

videos demonstrated at Koei's stand at the 

• 
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TOkyo Game Show suggested a crisp 60fps 

refresh rate. In a straight bout to determine 

which eye candy is the sweeter, Omega 

Force's title genuinely appears to offer 

. aesthetic confectionery of a higher standard. 

Intriguingly, Destrega's comt:>at system 

allows players to determine the speed and 

power of blows, often trading one attribute 

for the other. Although this is hardly 

innovative per se - Street Fighter 11 used the 

basic principle many years ago - it's certainly 

a refreshing alternative to the t:>asic combo

oriented attacKs made standard by Tekken 

and vinua Fighter. Furthermore, omega Force 

is attempting to give eaCh attack. its own 

individual sound, allowing players to anticipate 

blows and react accordingly. With large 

environments allowing players to either fight 

at close range or snipe with projectiles from a 

distance, oestrega almost appears a union of 

attrjbu~e§ from Bushido Blade and Toshinden. 

Pencilled in for an Autumn launch in 

Japan, Destrega's more unusual features 

could endear it to a more dedicated 

PlayStation owner, yet ultimately limit its 

mainstream success. Nevertheless, 

Edge awaits its arrival with interest. 

spot spe<lal effods 
Ire, of course, de 
ripeur in '90s be.t 
'em ups, and Destrego 
obliles with a r.ft 01 
fl.sh pyrotechnla 
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RC STU NT COPTER 
Is it a bird, is it a plane, is it even a game? Actually, as the world's first model helicopter 

simulator, Shiny's RC Stunt Copter will take interactive toys to new heights 

The chase view is the MOf'e familLlr way to play the lame (above). F9r a "NWr 
and more authentic chal,"" p&.yen (.1ft adopt the fixed ·_ndi ..... viewpoint 

Colourful (and 
bUrsbIble) ulloons 
are .mon, the IItON 
realism of the , ...... 
oriented elements 

Format: PlayStatlon 

Publisher: Interplay 

Developer: ,sh iny 

. Release: September 

.. -'Origin: US 

'.<1. 

m ot on the heels of Edge's recent 

feature (E61), Shiny is set to prove that 

interactive toys aren't restricted to PC 

desktops or Netscape browsers. An accurate 
model helicopter sim for the PlayStation, RC 

Stunt Copter aims to to teach players how to 

fly the real toy straight from the box. 

Flying a stunt helicopter for the first time 

is arguably harder than driving a car. The 

control system is baffling. and with six 

degrees of freedom RC Stunt Copter is best 

played with sony's Dual Analog pad. How the 

thumbsticks behave depends upon the 

difficulty level selected. As the difficulty 

increases, players are afforded more control 

of the rotor blades. 

Aerial tracks make up the backbone of 

the gameplay, with 3D arrows guiding players 

through what amounts to be an aerial assault 

course. More interesting is the 'standing' 

mode camera system. Rooted in one spot, 

players must guide the helicopter as it flies 

away from them, just as they would in reality . 

• 
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_ ......... f.irly ,""pie (._) ... ki .. ~ eosy "" pIoyen 10 
pklo .... ,.- ...... 1 ... 1s proYicIe ...... su __ 1 chollertps (lop) 

As well as simple, fast sprint courses, 

there are challenges based around 

predefined tasks, such as objects that must 

be collected or destroyed. But as its name 

implies, pulling stunts within a specified time 

is the final aspect to play. Shiny also claims 

that RC Stunt copter can identify every 

nuance the player makes. Even in straight 

races, two pilots completing a course in the 

same time can be ranked according to the 

finer points of elegant copter control. 

Whether PlayStation garners will 

embrace RC Stunt Copter remains to be 

seen. If Shiny can pilot the difficult course 

between interactive toy and computer sim, 

RC Stunt Copter could be just the first 

of many Similar titles. 

If only the ... were 
pileons to be butted 
In the town I.quare. 
then RC Stunt Cop~r 
would be complete 

-. 
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LIVE A LITTLE 
Every other game developer progra.s levels, 

enemies and extra lives. Cyberllfe .akes DNA, 
biochemistry, deserts and Creatures. That's 

life, says creative director Toby Si.pson 

Secret Agents 

Independent animals with a license to think 

Most computet" software is cumbersome . nd hlreI to understllnd. 

Most artificial intellipnce is stupid. 

Apnb .ren't. In software engineering terms, . n aaent is like 

.n .nim.I, ,.,. pet dog. A dog just does what it can. It's not 

known what's going on inside its head, but then who rellty needs 

to know1 Doss like to ut IInd chase stkIts. Dogs CIIn run IInd bark. 

Most clop CIIn't a.'1Ip chIInnels on the television,. but that's oby 

because they don't like to watch TV. 

It's no coincidence. therefore, that CyberIife uses 'Pm to 

create its Creatures I.mes. Every Nom - the furry inhIbItMts of 

Cn!cJtuteS - Is an agent who Ms in the world of AlbiL 

Suck not Blow The Creatures code doesn'l force knowledge 

inlO Norn~' head~. Agents are independent beings - in programming terms, 

they probe their environment for in formation l ike temperature or vision, 

as and when they need it. 'Suck not Blow,' w)'$ Simpwn. 

Ecosystems 

Making the creatures wo~d more real 

'In Cn!cJtuteS 2 we've brought the whole world to life,' AY' 

Simpson. 'What made Ct1tcJfuNs attradM was the lntefktions 

with what you were able to believe were .... 1 living systems. To 

make those systems behave even more Ike Itvinl systems. we've 

concentrated on making the environments ITIOfe real - proper 

weather, seasons IInd so forth. We did that without minors .nd 

strings - the wind blows because there is a pressure diftefence.' 

Creatures 1 

How did CyberIife'S first game shape up? 

CyberlHe's fint attempt at IIrtfficiallite (Mite) .rrived in Autumn 

1996. Clught up by the collapse of Time Wvner Interactive In the 

UK, its I.me stUl sold well in the US IInd Europe .nd has done 

brisk trllde on GT'i's Replay label. Some 500.000 copies of the 

breed-yout-own pme hive been sold to dIte. e-ya-...,...,.....- ... _ ...... _ ono!. 

diIIt CCJIDInina six .... EadI .. c::ontIiMd • Nom. wiIh uniqurI ..... ..- ......... "'-_ .... _ .... 
Iheoc . . "...,.... ..... happen. 

s.dty. not . ..... Nom lNmt fNnch Of mathen Ides ncIead, 

due to • pr ..... 'w •• • 1Ib:h they ... an .."... lot of tJiM 

........ AIM . .... ... c,to.Ife hod """"""1Iy pnMCI .... 

• pme based 8iound ...-a could be. popular. Quote. 

.-
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Creatures 2 

The deverest aitters just got deverer 

CreatureS' 2 looks end sounds b«tw thin the first. More 

importlndy. its Noms .re 1mIIter, .nd INny of the litde ..... 

&om the orisiMI hive been ironed our. No kxIter will Noms p&.y 

In the lifts .d Museum. The sottw.,. his evolved. TheN ... more 

toys for Noms to pity with. new Itfefonns indudlna: fish .nd 

pIInts, .nd • food chlin bindinl fI'I8fY1hIna: toplher. 

_k .................... compIkoted, ................... 

pme easier to enjoy. 'Sdence CUI seem. IiIde bit COil F n CII I ~ 

---~- ... ........, .. -...... -...., ................... ~-....-.... ..... 
........ ;n ............. __ ....... thoyjuol 

WIIm.d to pity with the .nlmlls.' 

DNA 

Rebuilding the building blocks of life 

Oeoxyribonudeic Acid (DNA) mUeth the mill - end the Nom. 

DNA is responsible fof trIInsmlttinl heredit.-y chIIacbW'" Md 

putIins bodies topthef. CyberIIfe I1tempb to mimic DNA in 

ClwcJfur-.2. So ...... thin hlrd pt'OIrllnmi"lin specific: 

~ ~ .nd tendencies Irise out of the Noms' 

DNA. IehIwiour .... out of uperience. 

... s.ndrI ~ dkI pnetk: work few o.otLns 2, she 

......... 10"'" c++ Of~. 'She didn't .... one ..... ............ -.-._ ............. ----_ ..... -.......... 
• ~ ............ ..-. It's" done with pnet!cs: 

Emergent Systems 

Letting nature run rt:s course 

The IMtufll world runs without ruMs. No pnd plan INIces 

birds whistle at dnm or rain douds lalher cwer the Amazon 

rainforeIt It &pm - there .re Just dozens of litde Iews thIt fit 

"""","," ..... up ...... --
t..w Md ant. !hit .... out of .ppM'efIt chIos is called III 

'emeqent system'. The stock INIbt is en emersent SIpItem. My 

intelUpnce th.I: CNGfuI'e:r' Noms exhibit emerps &om the rules 

"id down In eMir ..... IMwn the Noms start taJkinl to "ch 

othet, ..,...,..m systems IN It wad. 

'DuIni with thinp &om the bottom up meIIns the proWem Is 

mof1I m.wtlpbl,:...,. Simpson. 1he COSI is IhIt you're no Ionpr 

In fuI control of the .,...., you've cr8IIIed - but thee shouldn't - ............. --. _ ... ...,.,........, 

Internet People 

Over 400 Cn!crtu .... sites are swapping eas. toys and 

.. surpriMd the ... ~ out of .. ' Mp Simpson. '1 used to My we 

... teCOnd onIr to the Quah WIb populKe but tt..rs nat true .ny more -
_ .. the biaest' 

'The cIIwnily of the v.rious thIrdpllrty thinp thIt hive .ppe.red Is truly 

beyond belief. And this !\as c:ruted • huse community. WIth .ny .... 

community you .. spedllisltlon within it, .nd people who don't lib 

tome people Md so on. It's whit hlppens in reel communities Md ha In 
fod_ ... whoIe ...... _ 

Everyone else is wrong My .... __ In 5MIde Med to u- tMt Eric the thI.f from Croydon 11 

...... 1II.ct the..., from OeMwIre1 8ec1u1e .. .,...... muIdpIeyer pmeI UN. dMntI __ model wMNlIy 

OM CMINI hub ~ the whole -'cl...,. not .. -r pi8rw'slMdline ......... 11 lit, tor the ~ bit of 

worW ........................ to 1NftII'I:"" pps1 IIIt. ... Mp SImpqi. 11'1 juII '-......... WOfb. 



The Developer Program 

CybetIife opens up to thinI ... rties 

'Since .. __ 't..,.ctlni ..... to CNIIII anrthInI men for o.au.. wo_ oqulppocl" help ........ ' _ Slmpoon. AI ..... cNncInI-
~ 2, which" be supponIId by. tt.Wp.rty d, Ic; I.it prapm. 

'The tint JUY' .......... of ... AIrIundIr .... .t.o .. In AUIIIIL 
Ho CNOIId __ 1niIIIIy - he'. __ CNOIId hundrocIs: qborIIIo 

hoIpod .... ("'--w-dl--'" 
tools -. supply 0I 1I ... " ................... 1nIo. fuI...bIcMn ...... 
__ ...... ~..-...., .... IInoI ................. 

....... CJIIMI' ..... 

... Mnt to .... people .. oppcwtunIly to melee tome manlY out 01 the 

WOIt they're .... ·..,. ~ .......... ta do. 1nl QII: end ...... 

... to .... 1l.' 

Slat attack ........... _._"._c .. -Dll- ... 

............ ItnI *'*. """Y olIfects ... beM edded ID ........ 

Evolution not Revolution 

A thousand-mile journey starts from I sinale stap 

.... .. COl"", .... on the COftItNcdon 01 ~ 

.. ; ot ...... i ...... ·..,.SimpIon.~ ... 
qMo-._ .... ..-_ ...... ....... 

1he Csa'*Wae t , CIJIIIIMIIY ..... bIuHky ~ 

J r _ .................. ..- thltCWI'" 3D 

la 5 , "You pow ...... you don't dnlWlt. If you w.t. 

d-. YOU'" ....... 50 mIIon ,.... 01 wind end rIin.' --...... -...... -. 
..... IID , 5 .............. ~ routines which mIY 

Of..., .............. procIuctt - ........ o.nic:,. 

::::~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;..-~--------~----~ ... -.... - .. -............ ...--. 

-;: .; 

TrueType Gaming 

Softwore with I ten yea ....... ntee 

SlmpMn .... : \W..t UM'" ID the work thIt went lnIo Doom 
_Quoh """ ouO_ --. _ be ....... ...... -. 
'lIIInkol_~_' "'-. 'II ........... _ond 

................... ..,-01 ................ _,-. 
,... ... _ ......... _'O'.A_~ .... _ ... ,... 
_ .. ,.. .... ,-.._,..._ .. _ .... _0: ---...--.. -.... _ .. 
~ 2 . ..... COftItrUcIion .... - .............. ,.....ra 
Io .. ......., _ ... -..,ond,... ..... _._,..._ 
coII_~ ....... You.,....,_._ .. _ ...... -... 
.... Indo _11' .... old .. . 1ho ~ _ "OokI ....... 

..... be 1dddInf,,.... .. jiIII ...... __ . ... -

.,.... .... you run tMt SlIM bible on ...... mecHne .... . ___ no"-",ond_,...-. __ 

'-" 

Extra critters ___ joIn ... __ ....... _ 

~ ..... ...,.,...1he ......... ~ ......... 5 5' ? 7$ 

... NDmIIIut. ... ..,c:. ................................. . 
oIIw .... CUNIIIIr ....... ,...., (Ia .................. "-"" 

-~ .. ---........ -.---
2020 Vision 

CVberIife .... In eye on HAt 

.... ... 01 c,e.-. .............. lrt ... 11lClI bythe .... zmo.· 
_ ......... 'Wo ......... 2020~ 

- .. -.-..-... bIoIap:oI_ ...... .......10 ..................... ' .. WJIijult ....... lnIkIe. --,.... ..... _ .......... -...,... 
filii: ... to • t.um.n beInt. IIIUck • In • concNIIt room wIIh 

50 fDallhlck ..... no wIndowI. no doors - ... ,.,..... ... end 
..... In - ... __ ............... 1nOoIIionI 

....... ~ You"'1O pnMde ............... 01 ... 4.' 
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The just-visible 'Ooozer' (above) is 

just one of the new crutures to 

emerge in this second version. 

The 'OOOIf:n' serve to edutate the 

primitive Noms by teaching them 

En&1ish, thoulh they realise the 

benefits of fishing pretty quickly 

Artificial Intelligence 
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Sandra Linkletter 

CreoIums fan tumed Fran~n 
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CONSOLE WAR 
1999 has long been associated with apocalyptic 

destruction , but what does every miserablist sooth 
sayer ' s favourite year hove in store for the console 

market? EII._ takes a look at the four key contenders 

~ espite being perhaps the most difficult-to

..::.. please kind of consumer in society. the vast 

majority of console garners today must be pretty 

happy with their lot PiayStation owners have a 

system with unrivalled software support and tides 

such as Gran Turismo and Tekken J whose quality 

cannot be found on any other system. Nintendo 64 

devotees, too, if not exactty overburdened with 

new releases, can at least boast of a software base 

comprising some of the greatest titles ever created. 

But that's today. lNhat about tomorrow? 

Technology just happens to have a habit of not 

standing still, and a new wave of console gaming 

technology is waiting patiently in the wings

hardware that CQuld, ironically, give Sega the last 

laugh of the '90s, or even lay foundations for a 

Trojan Horse-style assault on the mass market in 

the case of Project X. 

Over the next eight 

pages Edle looks at two 

emerging technologies 

alongside two firmly 

established formats, and ponders how the existing 

consoles will react to heavyweight competition from some 

of the world's leading electronic entertainment brands. 

1~8 has seen some radical upturns in videogaming; 

1999 may bring with it some radical upheavals .. ., 



PROJECT X 
As befits its B-movie moniker, Project X aims to turn 

the world's movie lovers into gamers overnight 

The story so far: 
It sounds like the kind of thins any IfOUP 01 WNf engineers might think up 0Yef " pint: 'What if we desianed • 
medii processor fast enouth to decode MPEG .nd play lames? It would be cheaper than existing hafdware, SO 

we could license it to DW hlrdwlre companies and make a killing on game royakies, especially since DVD 

players will have far better petletl.1ion tMn lames: Whereas most engineers would have dismissed the idea as 

too difficult to implement, the founderJ of VU Labs, well, founded VM Labs. It hMn't been easy. developing 

Mrdware. pitch.,. it to COh.iVatue consumet' electroniCs companies, creating robust tools for , unique ,ame 

development environment. But by £3, the company was able to announce that. in fact. Pro;Kt X was reill and 

thIt hardware manut.duren on tI". continents were indudins: Projed: X technology in their 1999 DVD systems. 

Hardware: 
u_ ~ _ modem 30 ...- PnJjoct x does not p«Mde dedicated 3D hardw.,.. Instead, !he _m 
essentially consists of RAM (&AI) beinc the minimum) and four processors on OM chip. The net result is " 

Software: 

meciI processor capable of perfonning 1.5 billion programmilble 

insIructions" second - that's 1,500 MIPS venus the ~'s 30. 

Thats enouch to decode MPEG 2 in real time. end it's enoush to 

.... 3O....,.,ks .... ; ... - polygon. eI;pso;d, ...... plene - .. 

~ AIIhouJh there is , VM Labs minimum spec. the company 

expects uptrIdes ,nd expansions in the future; .dcf..ons like QfMRS 

for _1OIephony.nd modems for Web """"",,.nd ~ 

..,.,. lie provided for in the hardwlfe. Not ~ developer w.nts 

to aute ill own .riIphics engine from scratch. so ensurina that 

qu*Y development tools and libraries exist Will be essential. (VM 

lAbs "" it is committed to providing the most robust development 

~ Ibr.nes. .nd documentation yet seen on " consoIe.) The 

freedom pen de'IeIopers by the medii prooessor is" double edpd 

MOfd: it CM eNbIe them to make fantastic: ensNs and araphic:s. 

buI ~ rnoy hobble less experienced dewIopen. 

Softwate is • major ~ tar vu l.IIbs. First, because of the unique Mb.ft of the meciI proceDOf. 

-. quafily rnoy...,....,. _ ........... pubishen to deYeIop for. _ IhoI wiI not be sold 

stridIy as • pmeptay;na ..-rnoy be ....... TMd, ,...".. tides _ to "'*" x from _ pIotforms 

could prove a n~ pi i 'r , becM.IR of ib unique chip setup. mIIkinc kw sianificantly more toil 

than, MY. ill PC-to-Dreamc.ast COfWefSion. StiI. the ~ inst6d bIISe is very ~ especiaIty for meu

marbt lames like 8efbIey Systems' ftIu Dont It/tattttr Jot:t. As for VU Ubs' own software output, the demos 

Up has Me> ..... not des;JOed to look 

pmty. but to impress developers. 
_, aIIf10ush graftins' port of 

Doom onto the sides of a spinnina: cube 
rnoy be • -. _ lrick, many..;ll be 

anxious to set! more comP'ete .. mes. 

The Hst of confinned cIeYeIopeB ;ndudes 

-.. BerkoIey - Cap<om, 
er-. fo>r, HMIrro, n-Space, Psyznos;s, 

onc! THQ. "'"Id.., IIOrdporty _;ps 
from scratch is a touth job, and VU 

I...Ibs win need to do it masteffulty if 

Pro;ed: X is to succeed. 

HIM),..,... -. .. ulrlqultouo .. homo .......... 
juoI .... per _ chootInc to 1rId .... Pnrjod x _ ....... 
WDIIId ..... In .................. for VM lAbs 



Marketing: 
Marketing of Project X is tricky, but VM labs plans on putting its own money behind the technology, 

in addition to the money it expects hardware manufacturers will spend to advertise Project x

enhanced systems. The first real marketing test,. of course, will be coming up with a proper name to 

. replace Project X. Because of the DYe format, it is easy to imagine a number of unique marketing 

tie-ins, such as Fox including demo versions of Project X games on DVO movie discs. One thing 

Toshiba and other manufacturers won't be able to do, though. is sell 

the hardware at a loss to drive sales. This could keep Project X systems 

at a higher price than other game systems (which routinety retail at a 

loss), although Project X DVD players should cost about the same as 

other DVO pla~rs. Finally, it's likely Project X-enhanced DVO players will 

be marketed as DYD players, not game machines, so Project X will have 

an entirely different marketing strategy than traditional game machines. 

Competitive analysis: 
Project x is so different from traditional game systems that it is difficult to make direct comparisons. The only 

comparable system was 300, but the juxtaposition is unfair, since 300 was ultimately only a game machine. 

Multifunction set-top boxes traditionally have not done well, but they've been overpriced and underpowered. 

Edp can say this: if Project X achieves a 30 per cent penetration in the DVO market, it will have active units in 

more homes than any console ever. And with that level of penetration, development should be inevitable. 

The company line: 
One of the criticisms levelled at VM Labs recently is that the company has been trying to position Project X 

as an edutainment platform as well as as a game system. Rkhard Miller, (EO, responds: 'Are you kidding? 

Hardcore games with powerful 3D graphics, that is the price of entry. We'd be crazy not to focus on that. 

and that is our number one focus. Alii am trying to say is that because Project X is going to be embedded 

in the next generation of video entertainment platforms, which are likely to have a much broader 

demographic and a larger user base, there is an opportunity for publishers and deYetopefs to develop new 

applications, where previou~ the niche market was just too small. There's an opportunity for companies 

like Purple Moon to actually get to their audiern:e. So it's an opportunity, but high-pefformance. kkk-ass. 

3D titles. that is what ~'re all about. and that's really where all our attention is..' 

And what about the lack of dedicated 3D hardware? How much of a liability is that?'DeYeIopers don't 

want polygons, they want MIP$ (laughs). Polygons are all well and good, but if you ask developers. what 

they really want is to be able to program each pixel individually with their own routines, their own 

functions, their own filters, their own effects. and there isn't a platform in the world that lets you do that 

today. You know, polygons are still great .. [but] don't prejudge what (developers) woukt like to do. Oon't 

design a 3D polygon engine that says, "You really want to do your polygons this Wlt,.- Let them go and 

decide for themselves. Our developers are writing their own 3D polygon pipelines. Even though we have 

provided them with what we think is a pretty good one, they still want to write their own because that's 

the way they can really differentiate their title: 

Future prognosiS: 
The implications if Project X succeeds are staggering - game machines in every home attached to a TV 

could completely change the industry. The Project X business plan is nothing short of brilliant, and 

with the announcements of hardware partners, it's already WOftUng. Will it do as well as hoped11f prices 

of Project X-enhanced DVDs are kept dOS4!! to thOS4!! of regular DVOs. and the company signs more major 

hardware players (such as Matsushita), Project X may have 

a good shot of reaching critical mass, either in late 1999 or 

2000. But in the end, of course, it all comes down to 

software support 

Bottom line: 
If the software is there, if the cost isn't prohibittvE!1y high, 

and if the hardware manufacturers stand behind the 

system for more than one or two hardware iterations, 

~:.: Project X could succeed. But the only thing that's certain 

right now is that Project X is a very, very interesting concept 

• 

AIIhoup the Pft>ject X one-chip ""_ 1ncI ..... no 
....- support .... '0, M ca" Hslly ..... _ po ....... 1 

vtsu.ls. Onty time will tell how hard It can be pushed .. . 
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DREAMCAST 
last time araund, Sega got it all wrong. This time, it's 

taking nothing for granted. Ed". interprets the dream ... 

• • 

The story so far: 
Few companies have fallen as far, or as fast, as Sega did between 

the high of the Mega Drive and the low of the Saturn. With terrible 

products such as Sesa CD and 32X, and weak 'flagship' games like 

Bug. Sega managed to almost completely discredit what was once 

one of the most respected and recognised brand o'":le5 in the 

videogame market. Even with major corporate shake-ups, some people doubt that anyone will @ver again be 

able to successfully market a consumer game machine with the word 'Sega' on it. And that may be just the way 

Sege likes it Once again, as in the Mega Drive days, the company is in a 'nothing to lose' position, allowing it to 

take risks other companies cannot as it seeks to re-establish itself as a premier console brand. 

Hardware: 
For the first time in history, Sega's home hardware - complete with 16Mb of main memory and a £299 price 

Like the Mme. ere.mc.st'1 

control .... I1 puwln, on 

Idp. But will the system be 

stronl enouah to geld. PS11 

.~-

tag - is truly impressive. After abandoning a deal with 3Dfx for the 

powerful yet expensive Voodoo technology (a lawsuit is still pendins 

over the rift), Seg:a went with the cheaper, unprovren PowerVR second 

seneration technology. The company added a powwrful CPU horn 

Hitachi and an optional OS from Microsoft Vihose OirectX 5.2, included 

with Dreamcast. fulty supports all the special featu~ of PowrrVR 2G. 

and makes them accessible to developers inexperienced with the 

esoteric infinite-plane rendering technique PowefVR uses. Seja's 

Visual Memory System PDA will put a mini screen in the controller, an 

advance that has the potential to considelabty edvance certain types 

of games. The machine also carries a modem as standard (and an 

ISP and a dedicated matching service), atthough strong rumours 

suggest that this may be dropped for the UK release. While the CPU 

~st'IVMS 

device is • alnny 
nod_tt. sodaI_ ,.,....In_ 

docks 'oM( 200MHl, it is optimised for floating-point 

opem;ons <_I elements of 3D perlonnance). In 

short., Sesa has more than delWered what it needs to on the 

hardware side. When it launches in the UK late next year, it 

should still be capable of significantty better perfonnance 

than state-oI-the-.rt PC setups. 

Software : 
StoBa will need killer firstparty apps and strong thirdparty 

support The first part is no problem - even though the Satum 

ultimately failed, Seja ensineers cranked out many excellent 

firstparty titles (such as World Wide Soccer and NiGHTS) and 

coin-op conversions. As for the other element, Sega of 

America's head, Bemie Stolar, was instrumental in driYinS 

thirdparty development for the PlayStation during his time at 

Sony, and presumably he brought his contact list with him 

to Sega. The hiShest installed base win be on F1ayStation and 

N64, but strong third party support is expected for Dreamcast 

Why? Because no one wants to see Sony get a stranglehold 

on the market; certain games simply can't be done on current 

systems; porting PC titles should be easy thanks to the 

Windows CE-based OS; development teams want to play with 

new toys; and, if for no other reason, publishers are afraid that 

competitors will beat them to 'the next big thing.' Edp expects 

many developers to commit to a Dreamcast game for launch, 

or for shortly after. Then, if sales take off, development will 

continue. If initial sales are poor, however, don't expect to see 

a lot of second or third eHorts. 
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Warp's D2 (above) 

is complex. but how 
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Marketing: 
Although Sega has yet to reveal its marketing strategy in Europe, the 

company's US branch has announced a $100 million budget for the 

Dreamcast launch campaign in America. That's probably enough 

money, but it has to be spent wisely. Foote, Cone & Belding. the lead 

agency for Oreamcast, is a good choice: the company has done work 

for MTV, laca Bell, and 3Com. However, Sega still faces significant 

marketing challenges, particularlf at retail, where relationships were 

sorely hurt by the Saturn. Fixing the retail picture is likely to occupy a great deal of Sega's time over the next 

18 months. Finally, the name Dreamcast seems to be growing on the industry. despite many early reservations. 

Is it melodramatic? Perhaps, but the system may be powerful enough to pull off a melodramatic name 

successfully, and it certainly attracts more attention than the merely perfunctory 'Katana: 

Competitive analysis: 
Sega seems to be doing everything right this time, but Sony and Nintendo are not simply going to bow out 

Expect the console wars to get ugly next year. The fact is, it is more sound economically (at least in the short

term) to develop for an established platform, and convincing developers otherwise will be tough. Sega will 

also have a rough time at retail, even at £249 or £199, especially if Sony follows Nintendo to £99, with 

mountains of cheap games available. 

The company line: 
Given the success that the PlayStation and Nintendo 64 enjoy in the market right now, how hard will it be for 

Sega to court thirdparties?lee C8raher, VP of corporate communications at SOA, says: 'H hasn't been hard 

at all. We met with everyone at E3, and we were very happy with the results - there are a lot more people 

signed up than we've announced. As for installed base, I'm not concemed about that at all. If you went on that, 

you would never introduce a nevll platform. Thirdparties are very excited: Although the Dreamcast specs are 

impressive now, the system won't be out for 18 months - will it sti ll look as impressive then? 'In terms of 

power, Dreamcast is so powerful that it's becoming a non-issue. Essentially we have a level of specs so 

developers can make the games they want to make, with all the barriers gone. Traditionally, when developers 

start a game, they have this great concept, and it's going to look great, but by the time it gets to market, 

they've had to compromise - -I have to trade 'off audio for speed, I'm going to have to hide all these walls, 

etc.~ With Dreamcast we've eliminated all those barriers. Everything has so much memory you don't have to 

worry about it any more, you don't have to do tricks to limit yourself. It just won't be an issue: Sounds great, 

but why do those outside Japan have to wait 18 months to see the machine? We decided not to launch this 

year so developers would have time to do software that does everything they want, so they don't have to 

make compromises just because of the system's launch date: 

Future prognosis: 
Oreamcast looks great so far, both on paper and in demos. It has powerful 

hardware, and Sega is signing up the best thirdparties in the business and 

refocusing its entire development effort in Japan towards Oreamcast (see 

E60). At the same time, it is going against deeply entrenched competitors 

during the most robust market ever. No one - not retailers or developers -

wants to upset this market In the end, though, it will come down to 

gamers and games. If Sega can provide compelling launch software 

Dreamalst's controllers 

were modelled on 
s.tum'sana1ope ...... 
Indeed. early dev kits 

utilise the agel", pad 

and pull in substantial initial sales, getting retailers and developers aboard will be no problem. The 

next generation race is by no means over, though - it's barely begun - but Sega is where it needs to 

be today if it hopes to win in 1999 and beyond. 

• 

Bottom line: 
Sega is in the best position it's been in since before the launch of the Mega Drive. Still, a lot can 

happen between now and the Western premiere of Dreamcast next year, and the last four months 

of 1999 may prove the most critical in Sega's history. Sony and Nintendo know that too. Expect next 

Christmas to be among the most brutally competitive this industry has ever seen. However, between 

its hardware, marketing savvy, and the painful lessons learned from its own history, Sega should be 

ready for the challenge . 

• 



NINTENDO 6 4 
The N64 has had just two years atop the technology tree. 

Can NCl's titles and the Dream Team hold back Sega? 

The story so far: 
Nintendo first announced its SGI co-designed 'Project Reality' console in August 1993. After numerous name 

changes and delays, the Nintendo 64 finally shipped in Japan on June 23, 1996 and in the UK in March 1997. 

Despite the long development cycle, one thing that never wavered was Nintendo's commitment to the 

cartridge format. Although carts turned off many thirdparties, Nintendo didn't seem to care: it was confident 

U'''''II.''. '"1 

that it could succeed on the quality of firstparty software alol1e. And for the most part:, it ~as. While some thirdparties (notably Acclaim) have 

made significant contributions to the system's library, the N64's success has tracked neatly with the quality of first- and secondparty releases. Despite the PlayStation's head 

start, the N64 sold exceptionally well until last Christmas (especially in the US), when a lack of software enabled PlayStation to firmly cement its lead. Stilt, many N64 titles, 

especially firstparty games, stilt manage to sell in similar numbers to their PlayStation equivalents in global terms. 

Hardware: 
The N64 is based on the same technology as SGI's $50,000 Reality engine which, although cutting edge in 1993, would be hard·pressed to keep up with Voodoo2 today 

(achieving high polygon counts alone has consistently given N64 developers considerable headaches). But the biggest hardware limitation on the N64 right now isn't raw 

performance, it's memory. The system only has 4Mb of RAM, and the cartridge software format limits the number of textures. The 6400 should have alleviated both of these 

problems (it was to come with a 2Mb RAM expansion pack and store up to 64Mb of data on a disk), but its release in the UK now seems doubtful. Nintendo pioneered the 

N64: showcase to museum 
piece In two years? 

analogue digital stick (a concept shamelessly stolen by its competitors) and continues to innovate with add--ons such as the Rumble Pack, as 

well as a proposed speech·recognition unit Altering the microcode of the MIPS processor means N64 engineers will be able to improve 

performance for a while, but without the RAM expansion pack. developers will be unable to fully capitalise on the microcode improvements. 

Software: 
Nintendo never intended to compete in quantity of games, but in its first year, the company, and more spectacularly, thirdparties, failed to 

deliver on the quality promise (with certain exceptions like Mario and Wave Race). Since then, the quality of most titles has improved, as 

developers have come to terms with the difficulty of developing for the system. Still, the limited number of thir~parties means that much of 

the system's fate lies with Nintendo and secondparty Rare. When Nintendo and Rare deliver high·quality software, interest in the system 

increases. If high.quality software isn't delivered on time (take Ze/da), interest wanes. Thirdparty software 

delivery rates are increasing, especially as cart prices drop, but ultimately, N64 is all about Nintendo's software. 

Marketing: 
Atthough Nintendo's marteting lacks the cool thrust of Sony's, there's no arguing with the results. Nintendo 

has the most loyal fans in the business, it gets a great deal of mainstream press, and it has fantastic retailer 

relationships. The company has focused on the younger age groups, and although it is successful there, 

12'year-<>ld boys are becoming a smaller and smaller segment of the market. It's unlikely that Nintendo is 

going to be marginalised in the near future, but appealing to older garners is difficult when the marketing 

Did Nhttendo .n ........ 
.... Iket too '* with 
Its 64btt COMa"? 
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and games are aimed at children. This is a challenge that Nintendo will face throughout the rest 

of 1998 and well into 1999. 

ZaIdo (top) Md ...... 

Pert.ct Dart (abow) an 
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Competitive analysis: 
Despite an inaease in thirdparty titles in 1998, Nintendo has suffered 

against Sony this year, largely because the company has failed to ship the kind of seminal firstparty tides 

garners have come to expect. A danger in Nintendo's 'quality, not quantity' strategy is that without big 

firstparty titles, garners look elsewhere. Chairman How.,d Lincoln acknowledged that at E3 this year, but 

contended that Zelda, scheduled to ship in November. would have the same kind of invigorating effect on 

Nintendo that Cl major hit movie has on Cl studio in the doldrums. He's right, but the opposite is true as 

well: if Nintendo fails to deliver Zelda on time. or if Perfect Darit slips, both garners and developers could 

quickly lose int~est in the ~m. 

The company line: 
Nintendo absolutely cannot afford another Christmas season without a real killer title. But will ZekJo slip 

again? Lincoln says: 'I'm quite confident that we're not going to haw any deW;" problems with zeldo. I 

mean, Mr Miyamoto knows and we all know that 1leIdo) is a critical tide and it's a critical date for release. 

November 23 (three days after the official launch of Dreamcast, incidentally). I have a high degree of 

confidence that it's going to ship on time: And what about thirdparty software? 'I think it's getting better, particularly in the sports arena, 

the kind of quality of football games that Acclaim, EA, and Midway are bringing out, I think that's positive. I think there is some other 

third party software that looks really outstanding too, for example TUlOk 2. So I think that it is improving overall and that there is some 

exceptional thirdparty software that will help us in the badt half of 1998: 

Future prognosis: 
The N64 is in an interesting position. Technologkally, there is a lot more that can be done with the system. If Nintendo and Rare can 

continue to d~~r high-quality games, Nintendo's marketing should keep garners loyal to the system, providing a ready markl!t for 

thirdparties well into 1999 and beyond. Nintendo did not rush to enter the last next generation battle, and despite its 64bit machine's 

failure in Japan, Edp doesn't expect it to this time either. With two major unannounced games, Metroid 64 and Mario 2, supported by 

two Rare games, the company could easily keep N64 active beyond 1999. If, however, Nintendo fails to deliver major games, loyalty to 

the system could shrivel quickly. There is only so long even the most ~tient fans will wait, and Nintendo's dismal on·time record doesn't 

exactly inspire confidence. The company knows what it has to do. Whether or not it can do it is another question. 

Bottom line: 
Support for the Nintendo 64 is a mile wide and an inch deep. If any major titles slip, it could spell an early doom for the system. Thirdparty 

support will largely depend on Nintendo's ability to keep gamers excited about the system. If all goes well, Nintendo will be able to 

introduce a new system on its own schedule early in the next decade. If not, well, there's always the continuing Game Boy phenomenon. ... 

Jet ""'" Clomlnl. Body 
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P LAY S T AT ION 
~ Th e higher they c limb , the harder they fal l - and Son y 

could drop from the heavens . How long for Play Statio n? 

• 

o 

PlaySblltion: So 10111 and 
thanks for the memories? 

The Sony 
controller is 

lookinl its age. 

Analope 15 

now a must 

The story s o far : 
Sony's first attempt to get into the game business was in the 19805, when the company fielded a succession 

of MSX-standard home computers. After the failure in the West of the proposed standard, Sony tried again, 

and the result was the in~amous SNES CD-ROM 'partnership' with Nintendo that collapsed just one day after it 

was announced during the Summer 1991 Consumer Electronics Show. 50ny refused to quit and the third 

try produced the PlayStation. The 3D game box, designed by Ken Kutaragi (whose previous accomplishments 

included the SNES's sound chip), was elegant, powerful, and easy to program thanks to a clean internal 

architecture and comprehensive graphics libraries. launched in Japan on December 3,1994, and in the 

UK on September 29, 1995, the PlayStation quickly grabbed the number one spot among consoles, and it 

has yet to budge. The spot-on marketing of the machine, together with some excellent games, gave it an instant 

'cool' cachet that it has yet to lose. The PlayStation and its related products now make up a significant portion 

of Sony's annual revenue. 

Hardwa re : 
As powerful as the hardware was at release - delivering 3D performance at levels beyond the reach of 

computers 20 times its £299 cost - PlayStation's specs seem almost quaint today: 300,000 polygons per 

second, a 30MIPS processor, 2Mb RAM, and 1Mb VRAM. Still, many of the features PlayStation pioneered, like 

removable memory cards, are now standard, and hardware innovation at the accessory level continues, with 

the Dual Shock controller and monochrome screen memory card PDA leading the way. It's a testament to the 

quality and foresight of the design that four years after the specs were hammered out, top-quality coin-ops 

such as Tekken .J can still be successfully converted to the system. However, there is simply no denying 

that PlayStation is starting to show its age. While developers continue to squeeze everything they can from 

the system, there is just not enough texture memory or RAM to make games that can compete with even 

-I 

mediocre efforts on Pc. 

So ft wa re : 
There's certainly enough software available for the PlayStation - more than 400 titles at the last 

count - but quality has always been an issue. Software has constantly improved technologically, 

but the ratio of triple-A games to also-rans has remained consistently paltry. As the most popular 

console, the PlayStation is the lowest common denominator for many developers, and popular 

genres like racing and th irdperson action are immensely overcrowded. The size of the market, 

however, also ensures that the PlayStation is the prime location for experimental titles such as 

Pet in TV and PoRappa the Rapper. Although technological quality has improved with each 

generation of software, there are signs that this is changing: games like Spyro the Dragon are 

revealing the limited number of polygons available to developers. Also, this year's E3, un like last 

year's, featured few games that look as if they will be a significant leap beyond what is available 

today. Edge expects to see the high-quality routines from games like Gran Turismo filter down to 

lesser developers, and gameplay and design advances should continue. But even with assembly 

programming, there doesn't seem to be a lot more left for the PlayStation to give. 

Marketing : 
On the marketing side, however, SCE is nowhere near fin ished. Despite a nearly 10 per cent 

penetration in UK homes, the company, which is close to dominating the traditional target 

• 
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audience (adolescent boys), has only begun to fight. Sony's 

marlteting. on the whole, has always been excellent, with 

print, TV, and point-of-sale material addressing videogame 

players and creating wider kudos for the machine. When the 

PlayStation launched, that target was 17- to 24-year-old men. 

today that age range is significantfy lower, and the company is 

starting to reach out to the Holy 

Grail of the game industry 

women. It has the software to 

do it - games like PoRoppo and 

Spyro are well-received by most 

women, and if it can succeed 

with this group, the console's 

lifespan should be considerably lengthened. With both software and hardware (the PDA). 

Sony rs making a legitimate and successful attempt to expand its martet. 

Competitive onalysis: 
The harsh reality is that if there are multiple versions of a game, particularly if OI\@ is on an accelerated PC. 

the PlayStation version tends to look the worst PlayStation-exdusive games, designed around the system's foibles, look better, but they still 

feature swimming. grainy textures. The PlayStation's main advantages today are that it's cheap, it has well-designed and well-integrated 

components, and some of its exclusive titles, Gran Turismo for one, are among the best games around. And the other main advantage? The 

global installed userbase of 30 million units, making it - limitations or not - the first choice for most deveklpers. 

The company line: 
Sooy's motto at E3 was 'PlayStation Forever', but is this a realistic statement? Phll Harrison, VP of R&D and thirdparty relations, certainly 

believes so: 'Generational cycles in game hardware are self-fulfilling prophecies, which the industry brings upon itself. In the past 

developers have been forced to abandon existing systems for the promise of new technology and business models because the current 

formats were dying a horrible death. This is not going to happen to the PlayStation for very good reasons - we planned the format from day 

one to be future-proof: But what about the games? Can Sony compete without the best hardware? 'Since the day Ridge Racer shipped, the 

naysayers have claimed we've hit the maximum performance of the PlayStation. They said it again with Tekken, again with FI, and so on. But 

every time, something new and more exciting has come a1ong. which shows even greater perlOfmance on PIayStation. This is a unique 

situation for the indusby to be in. Vt'ith 16bit. towards the end of its life, developers used bigger and more expensive carts. which delivered 

only the most marginal inaease in quality, so the perceived value to the gamer went down. With the PlayStation, though, the COS always cost 

the same, and in fact as the installed base grows, costs go down. The F'tayStation format is the first to deliver decreasing software prices and 

increasing quality. That's a much better long-term value for the gamer: Harrison even goes as far as to assert 

that the PlayStation will still be retailing ten years from now. The question is, will developers be backing the 

machine in 20081 '1'11 say this: The PlayStation is only available in the US, Japan, and Europe. We're just getting 

into Asia while China and South Amerka remain untapped. They also represent some of the fastest-growing 

consumer economies in the world. I think it's very likely we'll see development for years to come: 

Future prognosis: 
In the same way the SNES is still available, Edae expects the PlayStation to be around, if not forever, then for 

at least the next few years. The real question is this: How much longer will truly great software be produced 

on the machine1 No matter how large the installed base is, at a certain point the best teams will want to 

move on to bigger and better things, and the best sames will gO, too. Specially publishers like THQ will stay 

around a while longer, but the machine will become irrelevant to hardcore samers long before the last 

game is released. At last year's E3, ambitious titles like Metal Gear Solid were shown even thouSh they 

would not be delivered for more than 12 months. That was not the case this year, leavins EcIp pondering 

just how many top development teams will be taking on more than another one or two PlayStation projects 

once the Christmas boom-period passes. 

Bottom line: 
The PIayStation has a huge installed base and pro..ven thirdparty momentum, not to mention a marketing team 

devoted to broadening its appeal. The system is·n't going anywhere astonishing technologically, and it is hard 

to envision software continuing to improve much past this Christmas. Edle expects 1999 will witness 

PlayStation fever finally beginnins to fade. 

Is it time for Sony to 

power-down its super

succassfullNChiM7 

and -ntH-en J have 
marked .... 

hiJhw.r for the 
PlayStlltion1 And will 

MettlI Ciea, Solid be 

.... "' .. tnd, 
rwoIutionary lame 
.... pIatfomI wiII_1 
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... that prioritises the sounds fed to the 

player, something becomes even more 

crucial when you consider key sounds 

are usually needed when there are the 

maximum number ot polygons 

onsaeen. 'It's knowing when to play 

something and when not to: says 

Anderson. 'Yet there are a lot of 

developefS who still don't pay much 

attention to that sort of thing. and just 

play an event-based sample whatever:' 

And then there's Dreamcast, which 

promises to push audio further than any 

console before. Using Yamana's RISC

based ARM7 chip, it will be capable of 

64 channel playback, with ADPCM 

compression on 2Mb of RAM effectively 

giving an impressive 8Mb of sound 

memory. 'It's going to be as good as a 

....... SEPTEMBER 1998 

hi~nd PC card from Creative labs or Turtle Beach: reckons RictYrd JKques, sound producer at Sega UK. 

Surprisingly, 3D sound isn't a feature of the chip, though Yamaha's drivers will include support for both Q Sound and Dolby 

Surround. And although it won't have an in-built GM soundset. games can load one into memory as needed. But the real possibilities 

lie with the ability to treat the digital samples in realtime using hardware-based filtering. In the past it's been necessary to either pre

treat sounds or use processor-intensive code to apply simple filters to digital sound. 'It'll be great for dance music,' says Jacques, 'and 

for creating distance-based effects, like when a car gets closer and then drives away'. 

Okay computer 
But it's on the PC that the greatest changes are taking place, going far beyond the efficiency issue of switching from ISA to PCI-based 

soundcards. Until three years ago, most soundcards relied on FM synthesis to generate General MIDI-compatible sounds. a solution 

that produced results far inferior to those on professional keyboards. The solution was to switch over to wavetable synthesis, where 

the soundbanks of pre-recorded instrument samples are used, with simple parameters controlling modifiable elements such as attack 

and decay. Although the results are far superior, playback of tracks using MIDI has fallen out of favour. For while the GM standard 

theoretically means a track should sound the same irrespective of the soundcard, the reality is very different Some card manufacturers 

still use FM synthesis for some MIDI instrument sounds, and even wavetable sample quality varies greatly. 

As a result, recent games have tended to either cram as much of the game code as possible on to the hard drive (hence 2·400Mb 

installations are now commonplace) to free up the C[)"ROM for Red Book playback, or simply store songs in MOD or WAV format, 

playing them back as entire samples, or looped passages. The latter is a space<Onsuming melhod but ensures the listener hears the 

music as the musician recorded it And, while not modifiable in realtime like MIDI, it's possible to add a degree of context-sensitivity: 

move to a new location in a game or trigger an event and the code can simply switch to a different track. Ungainly, but effective. 

Hardware-based digital filtering. as 

found on the Dreamcast unit, is now 
appearing on PC hardware, with Digital 

Signal Processor (DSP)-capable 

soundcards giving the option to add 

environmental effects in realtime. Along 

with filter-based techno soundtracks the 

striking ambience effects found in 

Unreal may soon be commonplace. 'In 

the past it's only been possible to play 

or stop a sample: says Anderson. 'If you 

wanted to filter it, add reverb, delays or 

choruses you had to do it in software. 

And that hits the CPU: 

DirectX has helped make it easier for 

programmers 10 cater for such features 

without alienating owners of low-end 

cards. 'There's been so much 

technology oul there, we couldn't hope 

to support it al l. from a developer's 

,_.. -

Developed for Sony, Noisetoys is a music composition tool that. stores samples .. 

t 
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~out 'There's been so much technology 
there, we couldn't hope to su?port 

it all. From a developers pomt of 
view it often led to writing for the 

lowest common denominator' 
Colin Anderson, OMA 

point of view it often led to writing for the lowest common denominator: says 

Anderson. Crucially, there may soon be a swing back towards MIDI, in part thanks to the 

features included in DirectMusic. now shipping as part of DirectX 6.0. We've come up 

with an API that offers the flexibility and file sizes of MIDI, but with the sort of playback 

people are looking for: states KeYin Blichu5, product manager for DirectX. 

There are four key features that make this possible. At the heart of DirectMusic is 

an improved MIDI sequencer. 'In the past. MIDI playback may have speeded up Of 

slowed down depending on what was happening on a system, but this should ensure 

it remains rock steady: daims Bachus. 

DirectMusic also brings support for downloadable sounds. 'DLS means musicians 

aren't constrained and will have a better idea of how something will sound: says 

Bachus. Authored by the MIDI Manufacturer's Association, it enables musicians to 

download their own instrument sounds (or samples) into RAM, then call on these as 

they would an in-built GM set It's similar to Creative Labs' soundfont system, which is 

OON expected to converge with DLS. DLS, meanwhile, is moving to version 2, which 

includes more post-processing effects. Expect to see this implemented in later revisions 

of Direct>:, along with better 3D algorithms and time..-stamped buffers. 

Complementing the DLS capability is Interactive Music Composition, giving MIDI 

playback modification on the fly. We've made it possible for people to change tempo, 

key and so 00. The program tells DirectMusic that these things are happening in the 

game, and it re-sequences the music depending on the action: In other words. it'll 

finally be possible to use tracks based around custom samples while making the most 

of the ever-flexible MIDI. which is still the standard used by most composers. 

Finally, Microsoft has created a ICN'I-OVerhead software synthesiser for use with cards 

lacking wavetable-based MIDI, consuming just a tenth of a per cent of CPU pcmer per 

voice on a Pentium 11. 'It acts as a hardware emulation layer, playing tracks using the 

digital audio capabilities of a soundcard: explains Bachus. 

A Roland GM soundset will be induded. ensuring normal MIDI playback quality is 

high. But the way this software-based option supports the other features of DirectMusic 

really impresses, making it possible to use the DLS and interactive music functions 

without worrying how the finished composition will play on various PC configurations. 

... in 16 channels which can then be edited to buil~ up different riffs and loops 

' - ' ' -
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Sega is investing Ileavily in recording equipment with a new £150,000 studio dedicated to Dreamcast games development 

Changes 
Other changes taking place on the various platforms have tended to focus on the possibilities of sound positioning_ The idea behind 

these techniques is straightforward enough, assuming that because humans can perceive sound in three dimensions using just two 

ears, it's possible to record and simulate the 3D placement of sound using two or more speakers. After that it gets a little more 

complex. Q Sound and Dolby Surround were the first two solutions 10 make their mark.. Dolby Surround can only be used with pre

encoded audio. and so is useful for the audio in prerendered video sequences or ingame music.. rather than even-driven realtime 

sound. It works by sending a mono rear signal to the rear speakers together with stereo at the front (it doesn't realty simulate height), 

though some Dolby compatible formats use a virtualisation system to simulate this effect using just two speakers. Q Sound can handle 

Dolby in this way, while tools also make it possible to pre-encode tracks specifically for two-speaker systems using Q Sound's own 

algorithms. The Q Mixer package also facilitates the realtime 3D placement of audio, making it possible to place gunfire, explosions 

and other event-based game sounds as they're needed. 

lNhile Q Sound can be a software or hardware-based solution (supporters include Vamaha, NEe, Psygnosis, Electronic Arts and 

IBM), its newest rival is purely chip-

based. Aureal was formed just over two 

years ago, yet has already shipped a 

million units and gained support from 

most games publishers for its PC-based 

A30 system. daiming superior results to 

Q Sound. it employs positioning 

algorithms developed at NASA to give 

sound height as well as depth and 

stereo placement. As with Q Sound. 

Head Related Transfer Functions was 

used to obtain the algorithms. Bob s.fir 

at Aureal explains: 'An HRTF can be 

thought of as a set of two audiO filters 

(one for each ear) that contains in it all 

the listening cues that are applied to a 

sound as it travels from the sound's 

origin. through the environmen~ and 

arrives at the listener's eardrums. These 

HRTF measurements, combined with 

other calculations including inter-aural 

time 'differences (ITO) and inter-aural 

intensity differences (110), make up a 

unique set of algorithms which comprise 

A30. Naturally, there is more to it than 

that. but I would be burned at the stake 

if I revealed all of our secrets!' 

• 
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Aureal was formed just over two 
years ago, yet has already 
shipped a million units and ained 
support from most games pJblishers 
for Its PC-based A3D system 

Aureal adds depth and enhanced stereo placement to Unreofs evocative soundtrack 
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Speakers such as this pair from Sony are essential to benefit from Oolby Digital 

If Sega's Dreamcast is any 
indication of thmgs to come, the next 

wave of consoles will mirror the 
advances being made in wavetable 

sound, and digital processing 

It's a system that many view as the best around. 'Q Sound still has a lot of people 

supporting the technology, but Aureal really seems to be coming through,' opines DMJ(s 

CoIin Anderson. 'listening with my own ears, Q Sound doesn't come close to Aureal: 

It's with A3D 2.0 that Aureal really aims to leap ahead of its competitOfS, adding 

ground breaking wavetracing features, though Creative labs is also ready to launch a 

comparable API known as Environmental Audio Extensions. It's also 'NOrth noting that 

Dolby still has much to offer the PC gamer, with the introduction of DoIby Digital 

(previously known as AD), W'hich has finally filtered down from the cinema to television 

to the gamer. like Dolby Surround it's suitable for pre-encoded files rather than realtime 

positioning. but features a stereo rear signal. Wth decoder-equipped DVD players taking 

hold and the likes of Psygnosis and lioohead pledging support, DoIby Digital may well 

take the place of regular CD audio streaming. 

'DVO enables us to have nine alternative channels - that's nine lots of Dolby 

Digital,' explains Dolby's Rlk Ede. 'You can flip between these seam1essly, jump to 

different points in the streams, and interleave them in a similar way to the CDX-A 

capabilities on the PlayStation: And all without taking up any extra space. In fact. Oolby's 

compressioo squeezes those nine tracks into a smaller space than a single regular audio 

recording. Of course the format does refy on the user owning at least five speakers -

front centre, left and right.. plus rear left and right.. with an optional subwoofer -...mich is 

where Dotby, along with Creative labs and other advocates of true rather than 

virtualised sound position, will have a fight on their hands. 

Footloose 
It's clear that a huge shift is taking place, with both garners and the development 

'.. community driving the current technological changes. On the PC ever more powe1ful 

CPUs and Microsoft's attempts to smooth out potential compatibility problems are 

making it easier than ever 10 provide truly immersive game soundtracks. And even in the 

cost~onscious world of the console it's clear that there's still work to be done. And if 

Sega's· Dreamcast is any indication of things to come, the next wave of consoles will 

mirror the advances being made in wavetable sound and digital processing. 

But ...mile the hardware is reducing me gap in quality t.>etween pre-recorded music 

and realtime generated tracks, the linear-versus-interactive music debate continues . 
• 
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<4 Tim Wright is one person who doesn't N 
think CD audio's number is up just yet. 

'If you think interactive music is going to 

help then put it in, but don't put it in for 

the sake of it. Driving games don't 

benefit from it at all, for instance. And 

even in a game like QuaKe, you're 

sneaking around comers, and so just 

want spooky background music to 

create tension. You simply don't need 

interactive music because lNhen all hell 

is breaking loose the audio is already 

drowning in explosions, gunshots and 

people screaming: 

Wright believes that part of the 

problem is because of the parallels 

drawn with movie industry audio. 'In 

the cinema the music and sound 

effects obviously eflhance what you're 

watching. It's dearly context-sensitive 

there. But in a computer game you 

don't follow a fIXed path, you go down 

the same areas time and time again, so 

interactive music lNOuld just repeat.' 

£DG£" SEPTEMBER 1998 

TIm Wright, musician 

'In Quake you simply don't need 
interactive music, because when all 

hell is breaking loose the audio is 
already drowning in explosions, 
gunshots and people screaming' 

He cites LucasArts' Star WJrs titles Widely debated, interactive music is deemed unnecessary in games like Quake 

as a prime example. 'Every time a bad 

guy appears that same bit of music is played. But while it's good in that it lets you know what's happening. it's pretty tedious from a 

musical point of view: 

There's also the fact that the musician has to work far harder for games where the soundtrack is context-sensitive. Rather than 

simply compose a single track it's necessary to cater for fNf!ry event, splicing passages in various combinations, and specifying other 

possible changes. 'Musicians are quite precious about their music, and if you're told to compose 40 tracks that'1I be chopped and 

changed, you're going to lose some control; argues VWight. 

lames ........... a freelancer who works for both the movie and videogame industries (his credits include the current space 

adventure 'Lost in Space' and Privateer 2), disagrees. 'Game music has to be scored scene by scene and event by event if it's going to 

work. The idea of playing a pre-recorded track throughout a game is just silly, it removes all the drama. You need pauses as much as 

the music itself, and links to the gameplay: 

'I don't think interactive music is applicable to e:very game: adds Seg:a's Richard Jacques. 'I think it'll be a 50:50 split on 

Dreamcast CD audio is great for massive orchestral scores, for instance, which you can't really do very well on a chip as there just 

aren't enough channels: 

Hannigan believes that the pursuit of 

interactive audio will ultimately enable 

videogame audio to become a unique 

artform. Until then the results wi ll always 

be compared to every other musical 

industry. 'It's similar to the move from 

2D to 3D graphics. Previously game 

graphics mirrored other forms. They 

didn't offer anything new, whereas 3D 

graphics create images indigenous to 

the game industry. I still think we're 

some way off from seriously exploiting 

interactive music in games, and finding a 

unique !echnology for game music that 

distinguishes it from everything else: 

The inevitable race to come up 

with the technology, the sounds, 

the software and the talent capable 

of re-inventing computer audio is ~ 

just beginning. 'l...::::::J 
• 
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Psygnosis' forthcoming Lander will make use of DVD for ingame music playback 
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IfSTSCRffN 
The definitive mOnlhly assessment of Ihe world 's laleS! videooames 

~' 

Beller lale Ihan never? 
n he process of repeatedly delaying a game's 
.. release does not necessarily indicate that the 
end result's quality is bound to suffer, although it's 
true that, more often than not, the mounting pressure 
placed upon developers by their publishers - as titles 
continually fail to meet release dates - results in a 
depressing amount of delayed games being released 
before the proper remedial action has been taken. 

Tak.e Mission: Impossible, for example (see p90). 
Months into development, as It neared its absurdly 
over-ambitious original Autumn 1997 release date, 
Rare's GoldenEye made a notable appearance on 
retailers' shelves. NO doubt perturbed by the Quality 
of Rare's masterpiece and disillusioned with MiSSion: 
Impossible's slow progress, Infogrames transferred 
itS development from the US to one of its internal 
French teams. The latter was given the monumental 
task of taking a half-finished product and shaping it into 
some kind of game within a limited amount 01 time. 

Rumours suggest that such was the state of the 
original code, that most of it ended up being rewmten 
by the new team and a lot of tile more ambitIOUS 
coocepts had to be dropped due to a lact of time or 
unrealistic goals. The end result is a sad waste of a 
videogame With big potemial, likely to dlsaPPclInt 

anyone prepared 10 invest their cash in thiS sub
standard polygonal tragedy. 

conversely. proof Ihat a long development period 
and a series of delays does not necessarily end in 
disaster can be found Just over the page. F-Zero x may 
be a lazy sequel in some respects but it Is a highly 
competent racing game and a worthy 64bit 
interpretation of its SNES predecessor. Nintendo has a 
reputation for delaying its major titles if doubts remain 
over their quality in the run up to the proposed release 
date (indeed, tile Japanese videogames giant went as 
far as delaying the launch of its 64bit system because 
Super Maria 64 wasn't quite finished, and Ze/rJa is a 
current case in point). Quality is rarely compromised in 
favour of commercial rewards, because Nintendo 
realises tile importance of strong software - ultimately 
the calibre of a game is often reflected in its sales. 

Of course, the irony is that the Mission; Impossible 
license will undoubtedly generate some income for 
Infogrames. But Edte wonders how many more sales 
tile game would have enjoyed had it spent a lew more 
months in develOpment and emerged a far bener 
product. A good game hiding behind a strong license 
Is a rare occurrence, but a year after its release, 
GoIC1enEye IS still making its developer a bob or two. 

\'¥hile F-ZfJIO X emerps all the better from its extended d .... lopment period. MJaJon: J 4 eb 
(ce_l could hove _ ...... Me ___ , HopoIuIIy, z.IdtI (rI&fd)" be _Il10_ 

Videogames on the Edge 

The favoured games that have interrupted the business of making Edge this month 

., . " 
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1080"' snowboardlng Tekken J FFVIII (demo) F-Zero x 
(Nlntendo) (Namco) (squaresoft) (Nlntendo) 
Given this year's apparent The office King of the Iron OffefiOB an hour's gaming, The oneplayer mooe may 
absence of Summer in Fist Tournament remains this demo alone Win be a bit light When set 
the UK. Edge tak:es to the undecided as Edge reVISits prompt many keen gamers against the Gr8fl TUrismos 
slopes With Nintendo's Namco's superlative to buy Brave Fencer of the videogame world, 
commendable Australian fighting extravaganza. Musashida, Especially but the muttiplayer option 
PAL conversion. A lesson in playability. those lIuentin Japanese. is one of the best around. 
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TESTSCREEN 

The Clime's present.ti9ft 
is up to Nintendo's hip 
standards. It never feels 
like the player hu to 
flick throup multiple 
unneceSHry sc .... ns 
before joininl the action 
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f-Z[RO X 

eet re...,. to rumble: The f.Zeto update is quite simply the 'astest racinllame ever made. " also mak.s use of 
Nintendo's Innoyative Rumble Pack add-on better than almost every other Hintendo 64,ame on the market 

I:w alOf-edged, lightning fast and 

... glided With subtle touches of 

Japanese style. the pure bred racer 

F·Zero X has arriVed. The perceived lad: 

of a serious racing game has been a 

major burden on the NintendO 64'S 

Image, serving to reinforce its growing 

stereotype as a 'kids' machine. otak.u 

know that wave Race 64 has much to 

offer. yet it's curiOuSly discounted by the 

mainstream. By re-animating the classic 

Mooe 7 F-Zero exponent (one of tile 

SNES's launch titles - see p9n: NCL has 

plugged the gap - in fine style, 

Eschewing the usual menu of driving 

generic sports cars around nondescript 

By either hlttina a ramp, or judicious use of the boost button, the ships 
Ciln be lifted oH the track and up to incredible speeds of over I,SOOkm/ h 

• 
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circuits, F-Zero X delivers a searing spiral 

of ultra-fast hOver ships clinging 

magnetically to 1,SOOknvtl traCks. 

Nintendo's latest creation Is an 

unabashed update of its predecessor, 

and is painted with the same lurid 

palette. TOkyO'S neon-wrapped city blocks 

have Clearly been a major influence on 

the game's artists: it looks fantastic, 

particularly when compared to the 

aforementioned dreary racers. 

But tile game's big calling card is that 

it saCrifices having complex background 

scenery in order to maintain tnaJ(imum 

speed at 60 frames per second (a figure 

which will Obviously drop to 50 upon PAL 

release). The other by-product is that the 

number of craft onscreen can be puShed 

far higher than in other titles. Gran 

Turismo's Six-up races suddenly seem 

slightly sparse compared to the 30 ships 

that F-Zero X can manage. And al though 

the number of polygons available for 

each ship isn't particularly high (Edge 

reckons around SO are used fOf each), 

Nintendo's designers have imbued them 

with a distinct style. 
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lb. trllcks IIrc mlljestiulty throuch the 
lIir, IIlthough they un prove 11 little 
samey Indlllekinc in shllrp corners 

The game has three difficulty settings 

- novice, standard and expert - and 

battling through the pack on the upper 

levels can prove surprisingly tricky. In line 

with its purist roots, F-Zero X dOesn't try 

to hide behind a plethora of powerups, 

weapons and add-ons. However, it is 

possible to take side-swipes at opposing 

ships by double tapping the R or Z 

buttons, which are also used to activate 

air brakes for tighter turning. Additionally, 

by holding down Z and double-tapping R 

the player can send their craft Into a 

spinning attack capable of demolishing 

rivals. The aim of this aggreSSIon is to 

either slam opponents into the barriers 

Four-up Ind no speed drop. On. 
dll, 1111 Climes will be like this ... 

I < 

,j ' .. 

• 

' . ' in ' 

« 

• 
PI;'C must battle thro ..... the ,..cked races to Cllin premier p&llce. 
By I, .pi ... the benl buttons. It's pouItIe 10 sIenIlnto a" D tents 

hard enough to destroy them, or to push 

them over the edge on courses where 

the restraints have been removed. And, 

in addition to the game labelling the first, 

second and third placed contenders, the 

player's nearest competitor In the overall 

championship Is marked 'Rival' so that 

attempts can be made to eliminate them. 

Successful attacks add energy to the 

ship's store, which can also be 

replenished at recharge zones placed 

around the courses. 

Tricky tactics aside, F-Zero x 

manages to deliver an extremely slick 

racing experience. Zipping along the 

• 

tracks reqUires a fair degree of 

concentration to prevent bouncing off 

the bounclaries - never has a videogame 

racer moved so SWiftly. As with 

Nintendo's other racing titles, wave 
Race 64 and 1080" SnowlJoarding, the 

ana logue stiCk and the action onscreen 

are perfectly related. As bends in the 

track tight.ef! and the limit of magnetic 

attraction is reaclled, the player can feel 

the Ship slipping away, helped in no small 

way by excellent support for the N64'S 

Rumble Pack. Once the first of the three 

laps each race consists of is complete, an 

added boost can be activated with the 

TESTSCREEN 

Format: Nlntendo 64 

publisher: Nlntendo 

Developer: In-house 

Price: VS,BOO (£30) 

Release: Out now (Japan) 

IGame supplied by Department' 

cootacl 0171916 84401 

.. _-

Atthoup F-Zero X is 11 
JII~nese release. ifs 
fll.rty ellSY to decipher 
the slflllple menus 
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While enemy AI isn't 
the most sophisticated 
around. the sheer 
number of ships on the 
track at anyone time 
results in I plusinal, 
random feel to races 

<Ill B button, launching the craft to even 

higher speeds (while depleting energy 

levels). TIle turbd effect can also be used 

at selected points to lift the craft off the 

track for exhilarating moments of 

1,600km/h and above. 

As ever, Nintendo has tried to 

include a wide variety of play modes, 

from time trials to championships 

(choose from Jack, Queen, King and the 

bonus Joker setting once the others have 

been completed on Standard). There's 

also a surprisingly diverting Death Race 

option, in which the player has to destroy 

all of the 30 opposing craft as quickly as 

possible. However, F-Zero X's multi player 

, 
, 

'" 
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Only by completinc the Jack. Queen and King cups 
on sbin.rd settllII can the Joker tricks be unlocked 

mode is arguably king of them all, with 

up to four players competing at anyone 

time - with no noticeable loss of speed. 

AS with any gOOd multiplayer option, it 

is capable of devouring hours at a 

frightening rate, and adds greatly to the 

game's long-term appeal 

So where's the catch? Well, 

F-zero x suffers from the same fault 

that undermined both Super Mafia Kart 64 

and Yoshi's Story, in that it relies 

too heavily on its forebear for 

inspiration. Happily, it doesn't suffer 

from the lacklustre gameplay of those 

two titles, which aped their SNES 

precursors' style but not content. 

comparisons with the Wipeout series 

seem slightly out of place, given that 

F-lero was the inspiration for those 

games, too. However, it is clear that 

Wipeout 64 wil l have a remarkably 

tough Job in matching the pace set 

by Ninlendo's latest 

F-Zero x marks a welcome return 

to form for NCl, although Edge wou ld 

prefer 10 see a fresh rosier of titles 

to partner wave Race 64 rather 

than rehashes of golden oldies 

Nonetheless. it's a worthy update 

(iU hl oul of len 

still sueens cannot hope to convey the incredible speed at which F·Zero X runs. In amonlst the josdinl pack 
of ships with the track passinl by at 6Ofps, the closest comparison point is perhaps Ooytono USA in the arcade 

' -' 

• 
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POCKfT flGHTfR 

If. unlikely "'"'.....,,..,... .. fIod Ihe _ID ..... _et Fiqhlet,lncrodibly 
detailed 1NoduI ..... ,.. _ .. doIIpIlo...-. _re vi .... r _ ... 

ID espite its apparent simpliCIty, 

Pocket Fighter possesses a brand 

of accessible complexity that seems the 

sole preserve of Japanese development 

teams. SO, while the casual, younger or 

usually non-Street Fighter playing gamer 

Win appreciate Capcom's refined take 

on the 'kids' theme for its obviously 

tangible features, the enthusiast will 

revel in its wealth of secrets, scoring 

system and abundant subtleties. 

AS a common-or-garden beat 'em 

up, Pocket Fighter could best be 

described as 'Street Fighter Ught', a 

'Iow-fat' fighting game that, unlike 

Tekken 3 or Dead or Alive, won't lend 

itself to obese move guides in 

mainstream PlayStation magazines. With 

three buttons giving access to punch, 

kick. and 'special ' moves, each 

characters' offensive repertoire has been 

reduced to accompany their decrease in 

physical stature, 'signature' moves 

such as Ryy's Dragon Punch, and Goukl's 

Teleport ability - remain, but the 

'freestyle' combos so beloved of Street 

Fighter adepts are notably, thOUgh 

understandably, absent. 

Pocket Fighter sesSions are 

invariably exchanges of 'special' and 

'super' attacks. This emphasis on the 

more outlandiSh aspects of the Street 

Fighter combat model is reflected by the 

addition of collectable power-ups, Gems, 

recognisably styled to tie-in with Puzzle 

Fighter, are ejected from combatants 

with successfully landed blows, or by 

hitting certain scenery sections. Once 

gathered, these gift the recipient with 

incrementally stronger attack.s, and In 

particular contribute in making 'super' 

moves the almost obligatory means by 

which bouts are won. 

While Pocket Fighter's punch and 

kick buttons initiate familiar moves, its 

third attack key allows access to a 

stylised, eminently eccentric range of 

assaults. From Ryu hitting an opponent 

With a road Sign, to Felicla donning a 

Mega Man costume, these esoteric 

'novelty' moves increase in power In 

accordance with the length of button 

• 

' -' 

One of Felicio', 'spedof ....... ____ COIObos, 

KCOIII,.nied by .nother 
bizarre cosau.e cM ... 

Pfes5. It goes WIthout saying that a 

fighter IS vulnerable during thIS process, 

aoo that ItS bearll1g 00 gameplay Is 

strangely significant. 

There are, of course, many other 

rules and Quirks that make thiS meeting 

of capcom's miniaturised pugilists far 

more than a visual reiteration of Street 

Fighter proper. The pleasing duality of its 

appeal, whereby urges for Simple combat 

and completist-friendly complexity are 

satisfied, make it a uniQue and vibrant 

addition to the Capcom fold. Given 

Pocket Fighter's distinctly cartoon-hke, 

refreshingly Silly approach, it's even 

possible tha! fickle, polygon-obsessed 

western garners may begin to behold the 

depth beyond the bitmaps, so to ~ 

speak, come its European release. ~ 

Seven out of ten 

TESTSCREEN 

Format: PlayStatlon 

Publisher. capcom 

Oeveloper: In-house 

Price: W5.IOO (£lO) 

Release: Out now (Japan) 

_ , ..... BilLlJUii -
Pod., rlfht., 
demonstr.tes the 
cre.tive license. lD 
encine c.n offer - its 
eccentric .SSIIutts would 
be ne.r-impossible for 
• 3D encine to .chieve 
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Players are luided 
through eYen relatively 
straightforward puzzles 
(such as usina explosive 
chewine cum to create 
an escape foute, shown 
in the .bove sequence) 

',,;' 

MISSION: IMPOSSIBL[ 

Various ....... a.pIuities (~bove) SO so .... ay to .... kinl up for the sPlrtI;n 
__ "'-"1100 _oM ............ --.Is .... '" disoppolntm ... 

D his is easily one of the year's 

biggest: disappointments. In spite 

of a tormented development period. 

ShOwing typical warning Signs that all 

was not well (the original US COCle was 

reassigned to one of Infogrames' 

European in-house teams to undergo 

major changes), Edge remained 

optimistic, hoping the title would retain 

some of the great potential it first 

showed when it appeared in E45, despite 

the fact that at the time the developer 

supplied the magazine with worlcstatlon· 

rendered screenshOIS, falsely claiming 

them to be actual in-game images. 

sadly. few of the early ambitious 

promises appear in the final version, and 

those that do appear do so in diluted 

form. The only thing remaining virtually 

unchanged is the plot. As in the film, 

players take on the role of Etnan Hunt, 

IMF'S finest, who finds himself framed for 

treason. Pursued by tile agency that once 

employed him, Ethan must batt le against 

the odds to uncover the mole that has 

infiltrated his secret organisation, 

Clearing his name in the process. 

In an attempt to inject some 

cinematic feel into tile game, Infogrames 

has included plenty of cut scenes with 

Sever.1 cut scenes 
help the transition 
from one impossible 
mission to the next 

The ....,.. .pp . ...... of tile _ 's __ 

• '1 ........ ( .... top) 

comprehensive operation briefings to 

carry tile action along. and unfortunately 

this is the only time the game manages 

to successfully convey any sort of 

atmosphere resembling the 'Mission: 

Impossible' film or series. All the gadgets 

are present, from explosive Chewing gum 

to Infrared-detecting contact lenses, but 

the spirit is missing. Playing Mission 

Impossible is a tension· free affair, with 

players caring little about whether Hunt 

survives to set the record straight or oot. 

And despite tile espionage setting. 

there's little sense that stealth Is required 

in order to complete the missions. set off 

an alarm and most players will remain 

unperturbed as they wait for a guard to 

turn up before disposing of him casually. 

unlike GoldenEye, panic is unlikely to 

ever set In. 

One of GoldenEye's strengths is the 

way It successfully captures the lames 

, 
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5cMH of the outdoor levels prove a little 
.... 1sIic (above). Character animation 
c.. .".... ,.rticulllrly rough (top right) 

Bond theme. dragging players into its 

utterly convincing world. It's not a 

Question of viewpoint - Tomb Raider and 

the Resident Evil senes demonstrated 

that thirdperson adventures can be 

highly immersive eJq)enences - ratner a 

subtle mixture of realism, intelligent level 

design, and above all, truly involVing 

gameplay. Al l elements that Mission: 

Impossible lack.s. The character animation 

is poor, and other than a few notable 

exceptions, the environments are barren 

and uninspiring, sporting a disappointing 

graphical quality, all held together by a 

struggling 3D engine. 

However, Mission: Impossible does 

have some gOOd features. The facility of 

adopting another character's identity 

using a face mak.er is interesting, even if 

the player is not free to choose whom to 

impersonate. Furthermore, the abil ity to 

Jump and cl imb is welcome but it's 

difficult not to feel that the developer 

could have exploited it to a greater 

extent, mak.ing it an integral part of more 

missions. Again, the use of the third and 

, , .. 

... 
. 

" 

Not content ::.:r.n~ with several game,..,. concepts already.. 
Infopa_ to IntrodUce elements of platfonni", into the mix 

firstperson perspectives (tne latter useful 

for when using a weapon) could have 

been better implemented. 

unfortunately, any genuinely 

entertaining aspect of these features is 

rapidly destroyed by an atrOCIOUS control 

system. Furthermore, despite the open 

3D nature of the levels, nearly all are 

entirely linear affairs, requiring players to 

accomplish their objectives in a 

~rticular order. There is precious little 

freedom to adopt a different strategy as 

the player's guided actions trigger a 

succession of events allowing successful 

completion of the tasle 

Last year, GoldenEye stunned the 

gaming world while changing its 

understandably cynical opinion of movie 

licensed games. Yet with this release, 

Infogrames turns the clock. back. to 

pre-1997. Mission: Impossible joins the 

endless rank.s of previous deepiy 

disheartening film licences. Even in its 

unfinished state, Metal Gear Solid is 

already frighteningly ahead of 

Infogrames' effort. This could, and 

should, have been so much more. 

Edge IIli l l : 

four out of ten 

TESTSCREEN 

Format: Nintendo 64 

Publisher: Infogrames UK 

Developer: Infogrames (Fr) 

Price: $60 (£40) 

Release: Out now (US) 

. Sept (UK) 

One of the game's 
sequences illustrating 
Ethan Hunfs ability to 
change character so as 
to complete a mission 
undetected. Sadly, this 
feature is under-used 
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HARDWAR 

OIlIer CAll: fly ...... tile ........ of physics .s the player. It t.kes superior 
fiI I, a If ........ ..,... ..... to pin the n ..... ry acIY.m..le oyer them 

m arr:Jwar is Just one of many of thiS 

summer's releases to have 

sufferedtPeavily from delays. but for once 

it's easy to understand why. For, not only 

have Gremlin and codeshop SOftware 

Refinery attempted to create a fully 

working game environment, populated by 

'actors' with the same duties, 

sensibilities and abilities as the player, 

Hardwar also attempts to blend the 

open-e~.ded game structure made 

famous by Elite with a strong narrative 

thread more commonly found In mission

based action games. It'S a gamble that's 

paid off handsomely, imbuing the game 

Explosions have • 
h.nd-pillnted quality 
thM's at odds with the 
.... 1 style elsewhere 

"-' 

WIth complexity and a sense of scale all 

too rarely found in PC titles. 

The location is TItan, where a human 

populace has been stranded for several 

hundred years, ekmg out a living In 

several inter~connected craters, hoping 

to find a way off the inhospitable lump of 

rock. The adventure begins with the 

player in the role of either scavenger, 

trader or aggressor, specialising in scrap 

recovery, the trading of goods, or bounty 

hunting respectively. It'S perfectly 

possible to become a jack of all trades 

once things get going. this initial choice 

simply influences starting location, and 

the specification of craft provided. 

vehicles are knOwn as MOthS - a reference 

to their dependence on solar energy for 

power. It'S not until tile story unfolds that 

nuclear fusion reappears on Titan. 

AS ever, money provides the 

immediate k'ey to success. Flying 

between structures, pilots can check: out 

Police wanted files, hunt the offenders 

down for a reward, buy stock and ship it 

over to a needy location. It'S likely that 

most gamers will choose the more 

..... SEPTEMBER 1991 

The Moths .re powered by so"r 
.....,,10 -liahtwol.' ...... 
1 .... 1 ..... when power Is ptttna: 
low duri .. lItan', n ..... <yd_ 

immediately gratIfying bounty,hunting 

role, but until a better craft and a more 

Impressive array of weaponry and 

defence systems can be bought, 

dogfights can be a very perilous business. 

ThroughOut the crater areas there's 

also the heavy presence of two opposing 

factions - the lazarus and Klamp-G 

corporations. With messages regularly 

relayed to the player via an onboard 

emait system, it soon becomes clear that 

neither side Is Innocent In the story. The 

way the game drip-feeds the player with 

clues, snippets 01 inlo and a handful of 

major events is highly unusual, not to say 

compelling. Early on an alien ship begins 

to interfere with the player's control 

systems before exploding,leaving behind 

unidentified cargo which is then spirited 

away by lazarus research craft. It's just 

the first of a chain of events that can be 

ignored if the money-making side of the 
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Cr.ters .re nnked by these tunnels, 
but the ... 's no data catchl", or kJ.adlnl 
delays when 11' ......... to ...... reII 

game appeals rTIOfe, but which is rTIOfe 

than likely to prove far too tempting. 

While HarClwar IS firmly rooted In 

scion, right down to the environments 

recalling the curious building shapes and 

aquatic murk of Chris Foss bOOk covers, 

there's a pleasing subtlety to controlling 

the Moths that betrays Software 

Refinery's past experience with flight 

sims. Bizarrely, it's pOssible to affect the 

flight model by upgrading the craft. Ship 

enhancements are dubbed 'software', 

and can be fitted and upgraded to 

prOVide a smoother ride, as well as better 

radar, navigation equipment, and other 

HUD improvements. 

with curious architecture, colour 

schemes that get weirder as day and 

night cycles take place, and a unique 

gracefulness of movement. Hardwar has 

an almost serene kind of atmosphere. It 

'.. lOOks and feels unique, With the music 

frqm techno record label warp and 

ingame logos from stylehouse Designers 

Republic helping to establiSh that identity. 

The·only downside to this sense of 

''' .: ca lm is that when nOt Involved in combat 

.... 

Other craft spice up the slnal. player mode, thou'" a deathmatch-styte 
netwo ... and Intemet lame 1s av.n. ble for more Instant gr.tification 

things can get just too relaxed. The 

environments are certainly Immersive, 

but constant to .. ing and fro-ing from one 

crater to another gets a little repetitive. 

At least in Elite it was possible to cut to 

the chase by making instant jumps 

across empty areas of space. The answer 

is to simply invest more effort into 

bounty hunting, 01 course. 

HarClwar is ultimately a title more 

concerned with the long haul, though, 

and when appreciated in this way such 

niggles aren't so relevant. The ability to 

slowly and carefully gain power through 

0-

brain and brawn is a timeless device. And 

with such materialistic pursuits 

accompanied by the gradual revelation of 

the conspiracy-filled storyhne, the game 

takes on an epic tone that's hard to 

resist. Those who grew up playing Elite, 

flYing trade routes to earn enough money 

10 purchase a docking computer, will 

understal1d the appeal immediately. ThOse 

with a briefer gaming history are 

in for a pleasant surprise. 

(johl OUI of len 

TESTSCREEN 

Format: PC 

Publisher: Gremlin Interactl .... 

Developer: Software R.fln.ry 

Price: £.40 

Release: Out now 

As with every other 3D ocuIorotod title _ 
Ilatoti .. _ .bound 
(ibcMi). Th. I.nsinl 
Isn't especlalty subtle, 
Ibou"" lb. rovinl 
spotfIahts .... effective 
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, , 

Format: Saturn 

Publisher: SeBa 

Developer: In·house 

Price: n ,Soo (£3 5) 

Release: Out now (Japan) 

(From top) B.sic 
char.cter Interaction, 
usin,.n objed,. .nd 
choosin,. we.pon: 
three endurinc 
.spects of console 
Adventure ,Ames 

O[[P f[AA 

This 'explosion' (above) is caused by. ,ren.de durin,An urty encounter 
with a mutated subm.rine captain. It's just .nother ex.mple of Deep Feats 
rem'rUble lick of subtlety - it's . brazenly simplistic, unsatisfyinl effect 

a ega's Deep Fear is unique in that 

U it emphasises the inherent truth in 

a popular phrase: 'imitation can be the 

slOcererest form of flattery'. For, while 

most connoisseurs will enjoy the 

Resident Evil games for their impeccable 

atmosphere, tight design and evocative 

FMV links, those who encounter Sega's 

take on the same theme will doubtlessly 

begin to appreciate just how 

accomplished and how polished 

capcom's two adventures truly are. 

That Deep Fear (previewed last 

month) offers such a shameless reiteration 

of Resident Evil (and Its seQuel) is far 

more disturbing than any 'horror' set-

The rendered 
sequences (.bove) 
are dis'ppointin& 
just like the inx,me 
combat (left) 

' -' 

piece it has to offer. And, while observing 

one of the industry's principle innovators 

baCking such a brazen 'tribute' is 

deliciously Ironic, saturn owners WIll find 

Fear's failure to live up to its pre-Iaunch 

billing somewhat leSS amusing. 

In principle, Deep Fear should be an · 

enjoyable, if derivative experience. Yet, 

with substandard animation, wooden 

FMV links and atrocious dialogue, its 

obviously tangible attributes detract from 

its comfortably familiar gameplay. With 

plot-related prompts guiding the player to 

relevant locations and their 

accompanying set-pieces, Deep Fear's 

linear progression is surpnsingly 

satisfying - it genuinely piques that 

intrinsic 'gamer's urge' to discover 

what happens next. 

The game's technical and creative 

shortcormngs, however, are many and 

varied. Its monsters, for example, 

shamble aimlessly, their presence in any 

given area often being more nuisance 

than challenge. The design of its 

prerendered locales is also Questionable, 

with seemingly unnecessary (and often 

EDCHt· SEPTEMBER 1998 

arbitrary) perspective changes achieving 

linle, save the disorientation of the 

player. BlIt, above all else, Deep Fear 

lacks subtlety. The first monster to drop, 

unheralded, from a ceiling is genuinely 

surprising; the third or fourth markedly 

less so. Thus, the tension that so typifies 

Resident Evil Is conspiCUOUS by its 

absence. sega's game appears amateur 

and ham-fisted by comparison. 

With little visual or narrative appeal, 

Deep Fear must rely on its succession 

of object-related puzzles to entertain. 

Its FMV sequences become waypoints 

by which players judge their progress, 

its monsters mere obstacles on the 

route to satisfying the completist urge. 

saturn owners starved of software may 

wiSh to draw their own concluSions, but 

Ed&8 is disappointed, to paraphrase TS 

Eliott, to see the saturn's tenure as a 

mainstream format In the west 'end' 

not with a bang, but with a 

whimper of 'me tOO'. 

five DUI of len 
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.WARGAMfS 

', .... , 

.d 

The number of b.ttling units is pretty impressive. There .re over 100 units 
distributed between both sides. including these handsome quMrupedS (top right) 

n s with its PlayStation counterpart 

... (see E61). developer Interactive 

Studios has ploughed a great deal of 

energy into this edition of wargames, 
adding full 3D terrain to the realtime 

strategy formula. This initially feels little 

more than cosmetic, but is actually 

crucial to the mission designs. 

Unusually, while the PC version is 

superficially identical to the console 

version Edge tested last issue, the user 

interface has been completely changed 

to take advantage of the mouse. SO, 

rather than switching between units and 

taking direct control, it's back to the 

familiar point-and-click approach. It does 

rob this version of some individuality, and 

means there's no pOSsibility of a split

screen twoplayer mode. But in play the 

benefits are hard to dispute. 

There are 30 missions in total, with 

the opportunity to play on the side of the 

defending humans or direct the robotic 

forces of the War operations Planned 

Respon~ computer. These mechanised 

fighting machines pack more firepower, 

but tend to act a little less intuitively than 

human units. constructor units and 

hackers provide the key to building up 

power, while money enables the building 

of landing pads to facilitate the arrival of 

new vehicles, grunt-producing factories, 

laser towers, and so on. The facilities and 

units are all familiar enough; with over 

100 land, sea and air units there's plenty. 

of opportunity for introducing the really 

impressive military gear in later levels. 

The need to scour the landscape for 

computer installations to hack into for 

extra funds makes a pleasant change 

from all those spice-harvesting 

variations. And while directing units 

might well be a run-ol-the-mill feature, 

the ability to zoom in and out, and 

rotate the scene always feels like more 

than a simple gimmick. It'S quite possible 

to pull off some balletic mouse control 

when directing several groups in different 

areas of the map. 

. Like so many realtime strategy titles 

the pacing, control system, and combat 

structure owe a great deal to Westwood's 

trend-setting titles. But a few levels into 

the action it becomes evident just how 

TESTSCREEN 

Format: PC 

Publisher: M GM Interactlvel 

Electronic Arts 

Developer: Interactive Studios 

Price: £40 

Air and sea forces come into play in later levels. New strategies need 
to be formul.ted. with increasing emphasis on protecting the base 

much a difference that undulating terrain 

makes. From the way a rocket launcher 

can be placed safely behind a hill, raining 

its artillery down on helpless troops, to 

the need to take into account each 

vehicle's own way of navigating a map, 

there's a complexity to combat that 

places it above and beyond most 

post-Command & Conquer t itles. 

There are more polished RTS games 

out there, titles with a finer level of unit 

control and some that are more 

immediately gratifying. But wargames 
succeeds because that extra dimension 

is evident in both the gameplay and 

the visua ls. It'S surprising how 

much of a difference that makes. 

Eight OUI 11 III 

The PC version is a 
little better at providing 
satisfying climaxes to 
each revel. though the 
visu.ls don't really 
make the most of 
the 3D card support 
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Format: PI. ySt. tlon 

Publisher: PI Ylnosls 

Developer: In-house 

Price: £35 

Release: Out now 

Psypto$II ca.iml both 5: ....... ,. HCNtty 
.. Iaped .. the sa .... 

ti ... byd_ ....... 
but8lasthdlus .... 
Colony Won ..... 
suspiciously si .. llII, 

Format: Hlnt. ndo " 

Publisher: Nlntendo 

Developer: tn·house 

Price: £45 (Aultr. lt. n import) 

Release: Qut now (Aul tr. It.) 

IGame suppried by Department1 
contact 0171 91684401 

,-

BlAST RADIUS 
d 

sygnosis' decision to release Blast 

!fadius is puzzling. particularly as a 

sequel to Colony wars (six out of ten, 

E52) is scheduled for release later this 

year. The company's first 3D mission

based space shoot 'em up, colOny wars 

was attractive, but suffered greatly 

because of under-developed gameplay. 

Blast Radius is also a 30 space ShOOt 

'em up, split Into (strangely similar) 

missioos, and featUring pretty graphics. 

Admittedly, the latter are more appealing 

(making bener use of the PlayStation's 

hi-res capabitities). but there's little else 

to distinguiSh the two titles. 

Except, perhaps, for the fact that 

Blast Radius drops a SignifICant amount 

of the strategy found in COlony Wars 

in favour of a more brainless arcade-style 

approach. Tllere's little wrong with this, 

as long as all of the other reQuired game 

elements are present, but sadly this Is 

not the case here. There is painfully li ttle 

VhuoIIy .. I ..... 
tt..,.'s little to fault 
8Iast RtHllvs' pretty 
hi-res "aphies and 
U",tin, effects 

Innovation - some of the missions date 

back to the ageing Wing Commander 

series - and a feeling of repetitiveness 

rapidly sets in. Tllls is particularly evident 

in the oneplayer mode, despite feeble 

inCentives SUCh as the ability to buy weapon 

and Shield upgrades at the end of miSSIons. 

Tllankfutly, the link·up mode 

Improves matters. and while the 

deathmatch optioo is not totally 

1080° SNOWBOARDING (PAL) 

,0.0"1 astoundlnl 
dyumlcs are 
..... pIy • ...-ed 
by tM other current 
snow-based titles 

DJ 
intendo's decisiOn to delay the 

European release of its splendid 

snowboarding tit le (eight out of ten, E57) 

until the Winter is frankly ludicrous. ItS 

reaS?f):ing (that Winter·based games sell 

poorly during the Summer months) may 

hold a sou~on of truth, yet given the 

N64'S current shortage of releases. any 

quality tit le is likely to top the charts with 

' - " 

little difficulty, whatever season its 

release happens to coincide With. 

ThOse unable to wait until November 

will no doubt welcome the recent 

Australian PAL release available from 

Importers. unlike the dreadful wave Race 
conversion. 10800 continues Nintendo's 

recent focus on the PAL market. boasting 

a full screen display. It'S identical to the 

Japanese original in every way except lor 

a Slight - but nevertheless noticeable -

drop in speed. However, the game 

maintains a healthy pace that should 

satisfy most players, and certainly 

anyone unfamiliar with the NTSC version. 

The ooeplayer mode remains the 

game's weake'!;t aspect with frustrat ing 

CPU·coouolled boarders on pre· 

determined paths. but many sublime 

moments are assured when engaging in 

the time trials, trick attack and contest 

options which allow players to fully 

...... SEPTEMBER 1998 

successful, playing the main game co

operatively opens up strategic team play. 

Ultimately, this is never going to 

renovate Blast Radius into a magnificent 

experience but under the' right 

conditions it can prove 

entertaining in short bursts. 

Six out of ten 

appreciate the game's exemplary 

dynamics. Played on a large screen with 

the lights turned off and the sound 

effects turned up, 1()8()<' can prove a 

totally involving, almost mystical 

experience. AS such, it remains the most 

convincing and entertaining 

snow-bound sim by a long way. 

fight out of ten 

The oneplayer mode may not be 
the lame's forte, yet desphe its 
flews ifs still supremely pl.yable 
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Charting vldeogame creation today. for tomorrow 

- 3D Studio Max version 2.5 hits the shelves 
A 0 Studio Max 2.5 is the latest release of Autodesk's 3D 
a modelling and animation tool, which is now widely used in 
the games indus!!)' for the creation of models, cutscenes and 
other artwork.. Max 2.5 f1O'N adds many features, induding 
improved NURBs curve support, camera tracking for maiming live
action footage to models, and support for Apple Quick Time 3.0. 

In particular, the additions to the NURBs support are particularly 
impressive, with several new methods of defining surfaces, 
controls for altering the texture coordinates on surfaces without 
altering the surfaces themselves, more precise subdivision 
controls, and support for applying displacement maps to surtaces. 
These feotures bring NURBs support in Max well into line with 
competing packages such as A1ias!'Navefront's Mayo. 

As welt as these improvements, with this new release 
developer Kinetix has added several important new features which 
are specifically designed to aid ingame development Many 
developers are now using Max to create models or levels, which 
are then exported directly into the game itself, either through one 
of the internal file formats, or a custom Mm plugin, and Kinetix 
has 'NOrked with many developers, including Psygnosis, to include 
features to assist in this process. 

The new Boolean 'compound object' operation allO'NS the 
creation of optimised meshes from several objects, not only 
reducing the polygon count and simplifying the model, but also 
reducing the number of polygon intersections which could lead to 
clipping errors if uncorrected. The resulting mesh is also easier to 
deform and edit than a collection of separate objects. 

Objects and faces can now be sliced along a specified plane, 
creating two separate objects, allowing for easy subdivision of 
models, and forming of faces for effects or texturing. Textures can 
be easily assigned to individual object faces using drag-and-drop, 
greatly simplifying the process of texturing complex models. 

lJVhile a significant step forward in terms of base functionality, 
Max 2.5 still uses the same scanline rendering engine as Max 2.0, 

with options for raytracing specifIC materials, or using it plug-in to 

Places to visit: 
http //wwwktxcom/ - Kln"t .. JD 5luO'o M,u developer 

http Ilww\V.autode~k coml - Autode~~ lD StudIO Ma. publ .. her 

http llwu.wpov rayorgl - Pe"IStence olll",on I,eeware 

This update indudes new features - .imed at ..... 
developers - to ease the process of exportina: models or 
levels designed in JO Studio Ma", directfy into a game 

perform true raytracing. As a result the images produced, while 
spectacular, lack some of the effects that can be achieved using 
a true raytracer (such as the impressive freeware Persistence of 
Vision). Some of these effects can be duplicated using plug-ins 
and other tricks, but true raytracing is definitely the way to go 
now that standard rendering systems have progressed to 
the point where this is not prohibitively time-consuming. 

HJ \rud () ~1<" } ,{ommN"dll,,~n'~ 11 b9., Lp~r~dp from \1", 1 () In 
p",~, fm ~rl'''~t'''ndl 9,tdbl"hm('nt' .r~ .,~lidbl~ 0" r~qu~,! 

(onta<t ",,!od~,k on 0 III 'Ha lH&1I 

Created in JO Studio Max by the package's developer Kinetix, these 
images demonstrate the range of effects It's possible to achieve 
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THE ORIGINAL TUROK 

STOOD TALL FOR TWO 

MAJOR REASONS: 

1 . IT PROVED THAT NOT 

ONLY NINTENDO 

COULD SQUEEZE 

MAGIC OUT OF ITS 

64BIT GAMEBOX . 

2 . IT SINGLEHANDEDLY 

TURNED AROUND 

RCCLAIM ' S FORTUNES. 

CAN ACCLAIM HUNT 

DOWN FURTHER GLORY? 

FIND OUT IN EDGE ' S 

WORLD - EXCLUSIVE 

REVIEW NEXT MONTH . ISSUE SIXTY-THREE 

ON SALE SEPTEMBER 8 
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